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PREFACE

A brief outline of the scope of this Report and the observational

facilities used in the Cascade Project^ during 1972-73 is given in

Section 1. Further improvements were made in the University of

Washington’s continuous automatic ice crystal counter for airborne

measurements (Section 2.1) The version of this instrument used in

the 1972-73 field program counted some ice particles down to 100 urn

and it counted all of the ice particles 250-300 urn in size. (More

recently, the smallest sized ice particle counted by this instrument

has been lowered to.15 um) Preliminary work on a ground-based automatic

snowflake counter is also described in Section 2.2 This instrument

provides measurements of the concentrations of snowflakes (>350 um) in

the air.

Field measurements obtained in 1971-72 and 1972-73 of the concentrations

of ice nuclei and ice particles in clouds are described in Section 3. At

ground level in the Cascade Mountains the concentrations of ice nuclei are

about 0 .1 liter"1 at -15C. The concentration falls off by about a factor

of 10 per kilometer increase in altitude in the lower layers

Airborne measurements of the concentrations of ice crystals in both

layered and convective clouds have shown that the maximum concentrations

C. are often greatly in excess of the concentrations of ice nuclei expected
M

at the cloud tops. The maximum concentrations of ice particles measured in

different clouds appear to fall into two groups they are either high

(1 to 100 liter" irrespective of temperature) or they are low (<0 .1 liter )

For the former group, C (in liter" ) is related to the cloud top temperature

T^ (in C) by

^lO M -0 -1 -6 ^
If we define the ice enhancement ratios R as the concentration of ice

particles in a cloud to the concentration of measured ice nuclei values of
5 14

R as high as 10 have been measured in a cumulus cloud and 2 x 10 in an

altostratus cloud. The maximum values of R (R^,) for those cases where the

ice particle concentrations were measurable are given by
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^lO \ 5 -02 + -204 ^
The probability of the concentration of ice particles being greater

than 0,1 liter generally increases with decreasing cloud top temperature
with a noticeable increase at -16C. Below about -16C the lowest

concentrations of detectable ice particles follow the ice nucleus curve

For T^ below -8C, the concentrations C of ice particles present in

concentrations above 0.1 liter" is given by

log^ C -1.11 0.13 T^

Our results indicate that in pre-frontal cloud systems over the

Cascade Mountains the concentrations of ice particles is about 100 liter"1
irrespective of cloud top temperature (from -5 to -25C) and precipitation
strength. For orographic cloud systems the ice particle concentrations

tend to increase with decreasing temperature and there are indications
that the stronger precipitation systems contain the higher ice particle

concentrations. The type of cloud does not appear to have a pronounced

effect on the concentrations of ice particles.

Ice concentrations in excess of the average ice nucleus values are

attributed to ice enhancement processes. It is suggested that two processes
are responsible for ice enhancement: riming (at temperatures above about
-10C) and the break-up of branch-type crystals (at temperatures below about
-12C)

Combining our results with those of several other workers has led to
information on the probability of occurrence of ice in clouds as a function
of cloud top temperature. For a cloud top temperature of -5C there is

about a 30 per cent probability of ice being detected at -17C and lower

the probability is 100 per cent.

The ways in which a frontal passage over the Cascade Mountains affects
the rate and type of precipitation are described in Section 4.1. There are

distinct differences between immediate pre-frontal and post-frontal weather.
The highest precipitation rates occur in pre-frontal conditions. Any
precipitation type or precipitation rate that occur in post-frontal conditions
can .also occur in the pre-frontal period: the converse is not true. Riming
is generally lighter in pre-frontal than in post-frontal conditions and

completely unrimed snow particles are only observed in pre-frontal periods
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Unrimed "cold-type’’ crystals (bullets and assemblages of sideplanes
sectors and plates) reach the ground during pre-frontal periods but not
until at least four hours after a frontal passage. Needles graupel, dendrites
columns and stellars can appear at any time. The highest temperature of the
"diffusional growth layer-’ of snow crystals in both pre-frontal and post-frontal
periods is about -4C. The lowest temperature of the "diffusional growth
layer" 0-4 hours after a frontal passage is about -22C while that in pre-
frontal conditions is below -30C.

Additional observations on double snow crystals with a common drop center
(Section 4.2) confirm our earlier deduction that these crystals are more
common when the -diffusional growth layer" for dendrites and stellars is low
in the atmosphere. This might be due to contact nuclei being more numerous
at lower altitudes

In Section 4. 3 two sets of field observations on the mass growth rates
of dendritic plates columns and needles crystals are described. The columns
and plates grow at rates similar to those measured in the laboratory which is
about an order of magnitude smaller than that predicted theoretically. The
needles grow at approximately the theoretical rate which is faster than that
observed in the laboratory.

A detailed set of measurements on the relationships between the number
and mass concentrations of ice particles the average mass of ice particles
and precipitation rates are described in Section 4.4. In the case described
the precipitation rate was determined primarily by the average mass of the ice
particles rather than their number concentration.

Two examples of wave motions over the Cascade Mountains are described
in Section 4.5 The waves were detected visually in the top of stratocumulus
clouds and were also apparent in oscillations of the temperature and dew point
measurements made from the aircraft. On one of the occasions the wavelength
was 0.5 km and the peak temperature fluctuations 7C, on the other occasion
the wavelength was 3.7 km and the temperature fluctuation 3C.

The pulsed Doppler radar used in the Cascade Program in 1972-73 is
described in Section 5.2. In Section 5 .3 a method is described for
distinguishing between ice particle growth in clouds due to riming and
deposition from the vapor phase from vertically pointing Doppler radar data.
This technique is illustrated by two case studies where simultaneous
measurements were available from the Doppler radar,, the aircraft and on the
ground in the Cascade Mountains.
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Section 6 of this Report is concerned specifically with field results

obtained in 1972-73 of the effects of artificial seeding on clouds and

precipitation over the Cascade Mountains. The drift of. clouds glaciated

by artificial seeding, and the changes in their area! extent with time

have been measured. In two case studies the area of glaciation was

observed to reach about twice the area of cloud initially seeded about

45 minutes after seeding^ the area of glaciated cloud then decreased and

finally disappeared about 1 1/2 hours after seeding.

Three detailed case studies from the 1972-73 season of the effects

of artificial seeding with silver iodide and "dry ice" are described in

Section 6 .2. On January 19 1973, a nearly 10-fold increase in the

precipitation rate at Kachess Dam (in the target area) which occurred

between 1415 and 1500 PST was attributed to artificial seeding carried

out from the aircraft between 1328 and 1445 -PST. This conclusion is

supported by the following facts (i) The clouds glaciated by the seeding
were clearly visible from the aircraft and were tracked across the target
area. (ii) The trajectories of the snow crystals reaching Kachess Dam

between 1415 and 1500 PST were found by computations to intercept the

seeded clouds, (iii) The predicted period-of-effect (PPE) of the

artificial seeding at Kachess Dam, based on particle trajectory analysis
was 1410 to 1550 PST. (iv) During the period of nearly 10-fold increase

in the precipitation rate at Kachess Dam the concentration of silver in

the snow collected on the ground rose to values at least three times

greater than those measured before or after the PPE. (v) From 1415 to

1530 PST the crystals at Kachess Dam decreased sharply in riming, and

graupel particles which had been falling throughout the day ceased to

fall for twenty minutes (vi) At 1417 PST aggregates of dendrites and

stellars and double crystals with droplet centers began to. fall for the

first time during the day. (vii) The increase in precipitation rate at

Kachess Dam during the PPE was caused almost entirely by an increase in

the number concentrations of snow crystals, whereas showers which occurred

earlier during the day were all caused primarily by an increase in the

average masses of snow crystals.

On March 27, 1973, twenty-six individual cumulus clouds situated upwind

of our target area were each seeded with 100 gm of silver iodide Airborne

observations showed that there were sharp increases in ice content in the

seeded clouds and snow was seen to fall from some of them. The seeded clouds

passed over the target area and snow particle trajectory analysis showed that
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precipitation from these clouds should have reached the ground in the

target area. Sharp increases in snowfall were observed in the target

area during, the period of seeding. During this period, graupel particles

were replaced by aggregates of unrimed stellars and dendrites for forty-

five minutes Also the silver content in the snow at one station in the

target area rose to concentrations 100 times greater than normal and

the snow crystals collected at two stations in the target area contained

higher concentrations of freezing nuclei than either before or after the

PPE.

Artificial seeding carried out in a prescribed location upwind of

the target area on December 11, 1972 also appeared to increase snowfall

in the target area, although the relative contributions of the natural

and artifically-stimulated precipitation were more difficult to unravel

on this occasion However, the following observations suggest that seeding

did play a role in increasing the snowfall: (i) The concentrations of ice

particles in the seeded clouds were observed to increase, (ii) The

precipitation at the four ground stations in the target area reached peak

values during the PPE of seeding, (iii) The increase in snowfall in the

target area was due primarily to increases in the number concentrations of

snow crystals reaching the ground rather than to increase in their average

mass (iv) Unusually high concentrations of silver were found in the snow

collected at all four ground stations during the PPE. The peaks in the

concentrations of silver in the snow corresponded fairly well with the peaks

in the number concentrations of snow crystals.

It is considered from case studies of seeding carried out in the

Cascade Project that precipitation can be modified most accurately (in

space and time) in the Cascade Mountains by airborne seeding with

artificial ice nuclei when simple orographic clouds are present rather

than when the precipitation is dominated by the deeper and more variable

clouds associated with frontal activity.

In the final sections of this report a short summary is given of

the principal accomplishments of the Cascade Project



SECTION 1

SCOPE OF REPORT AND OBSERVATIONAL FACILITIES

1.1 Scope of Report

This report is concerned primarily with a description of the field

results obtained in the Cascade Project during the winter of 1972-73. These

results include detailed airborne, ground and radar observations in natural

and artificially seeded cloud systems over the Cascade Mountains of Washington

State.

A brief description of the overall observational facilities is given in

1.2 below. In the second section of the report improvements and calibration

of the University of Washington’s automatic airborne ice particle counter

are described. This section also contains a description of an automatic

snowflake counter for use on the ground. In section three measurements of

the concentrations of ice particles in clouds and ice nuclei over the

Cascade Mountains are described and our conclusions on this subject are

summarized. Section four is concerned with ground and airborne measurements

in natural conditions over the Cascade Mountains. The use of the vertically-

pointing Doppler radar is described in section five. In section six, studies

of the effects of artificial seeding on clouds and precipitation over the

Cascade Mountains which were carried out in 1972-73 are described. Finally,

in the last section of the report, the principal accomplishments of the

Cascade Project are summarized.

A particularly important accomplishment in 1972-73 was an intensive

study of a complete frontal system as it moved over the Cascade Mountains

The airborne ground and radar measurements and observations obtained on

this occasion provided detailed information on both the air motions and

the microphysics of the storm and their modifications by orography. In

view of the large quantity of data obtained on this one storm and the

importance of the results, they are described in a separate Research Report

(Hobbs et_ al. 1975

1. 2 Observational Facilities

The ground and airborne facilities used in the Cascade Project during

the winter of 1972-73 were essentially the same as those described in detail
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by Hobbs et al. (1971a, 1972) The field program was also carried out in

a similar manner to previous years.

Ground observations were made across the Cascade crest in the vicinity

of Interstate 90 (Fig. 1.1) The types of measurements made at each of

the ground stations are shown in Table 1.1. Two stations (Teanaway and

Swauk Pass) situated further east of the crest than we have made

measurements previously, were added to the network of automatic precipitation

gauges. Rawinsondes were launched and tracked from the town of Snoqualmie

(not to be confused with Snoqualmie Pass) which is situated 35 km west of

the Cascade crest Generally, three rawinsondes were launched during the

period 0900 to 1600 hours (all hours are in Pacific Standard Time PST)

However, during the intensive period of measurements carried out from

March 16 to 17, 1973 rawinsondes were launched every two to three hours.

The University of Washington’s pulsed Doppler radar was located near the

Cascade crest at Hyak (Fig. 1.1) The radar is described later in this

report



Fig. Region of the Cascade Mountai ns in wh ich ground measurements were made.
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TABLE 1.1

MEASUREMENTS MADE AT GROUND STATIONS IN CASCADE MOUNTAINS DURING THE WINTER OF 1972-73

(See Fig. 1.1 for location of stations)

Weighing
bucket
precipitation
gauge
Heated

tipping
bucket
precipitation
gauge
Snow crystal

replicas
Snow samples
for concen-
trations of

freezing
nuclei and
silver
Snow crystal
counter

Thermograph

Microbarograph

Wind speed
and direction
Radio
communication
Rawinsonde
unit
Doppler
radar

University
of

Washington

/

/

Snoqualmie

/4

/4

/

/

North
Bend

/

/

/

/

Bandera

/

Snoqualmie
Pass

/

/1

/

/

/

/

/

/

Hyak

./

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Keechelus
Dam

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Cabin
Creek

/

Kachess
Dam

/

/2

/3

/3

/

/3

Cle
Elum
Dam

/

/

/3

South
Cle

Elum

/

Teanaway

/

/

Swauk
Pass

/

Nagrom
(Maywood)

/

Data begins 12/5/72 instrument moved from Kachess Dam
Data ends 12/5/72 instrument then moved to Snoqualmie Summit
Located 2 km S.E. of station
Non-recording
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SECTION 2

DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION

2.1 The University of Washington’s Automatic Airborne Ice Particle Counter

The development and use of the University of Washington’s automatic

ice particle counter has been described by Hobbs and Ryan (1969) Hobbs et al.

(1971a, 1972) and Turner and Radke (1973) Several Improvements were made

to the instrument for the 1972-73 Cascade Project and further field

evaluations were carried out which are described below.

Heaters were added along the leading edge of the sample port to

eliminate the build-up of ice. Initially the heaters had a power of

60 watts and were left on continuously. This capacity was inadequate and

a further 120 watts of heat capacity was added. Also, a thermostat was

added to control the heaters so that the sample port would not get too

hot.

In an effort to improve the sensitivity of the instrument several

changes were made. First the optical alignment was carefully checked and

realigned. Also, the aperture and light block were replaced and carefully

aligned so that more light passed through the optical system. Prior to

the realignment, approximately 0.25 uA of dark current was detected by

the photomultiplier tube. After the realignment, approximately 6 pA of

dark current was detected.

Comparison of ice particle concentrations measured with the optical

ice particle counter, and the continuous "Formvar" particle sampler (CPS)

during the 1971-72 and the 1972-73 winter seasons (36 CPS runs in

1971-72 and 59 CPS runs in 1972-73) showed that the ratio of the total

ice particle counts from the CPS to those from the optical counter was

2000 to 1 in 1971-72 and 500 to 1 in 1972-73. The increased sensitivity
of the optical counter in 1972-73 was due mainly to an increase in the

fraction of ice particles above about 100 pm in size which were detected

as a result of the improvements which were made. For the configuration of

the instrument used in the 1972-73 program, this sensitivity was probably

optimal. However, our studies indicated that by reducing the noise level

and increasing the amount of light through the system, an instrument could
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probably be built with greatly increased sensitivity. (This was subsequently

done and an instrument with greatly improved sensitivity which could detect

ice particles down to 15 pm was used in 1973-74. The design and results

obtained with this new instrument will be described elsewhere.

In an effort to determine more precisely the sensitivity of the

instrument used in 1972-73 to different types and sizes of ice crystals,

comparisons were made between the optical ice crystal counter, the continuous

particle replicator and a metal foil sampler. Included in these comparisons

were 41 runs made with the foil sampler and 59 runs made with the continuous

particle replicator. The results of these comparisons have added significant
new information on the capability of the instrument.

The principal results of these measurements can be summarized as

follows:

(a) The instrument detected and counted some ice particles down to about

100 pm in maximum dimensions. As the size of the ice particles increased

the percentage detected and counted increased until at a size of about

250-300 urn most of the crystals were counted.

(b) The instrument was more sensitive to stellar and dendritic types of

crystals than to simple hexagonal plates.

(c) There were some indications that the instrument was more sensitive to

heavily rimed crystals than to unrimed crystals. (This is probably at

least partially due to the larger size of these crystals. )

(d) The instrument appeared to be most sensitive to frozen water drops.

(e) Not enough data were available to evaluate the sensitivity of the

instrument to columnar forms of ice crystals.

2.2 A Ground-based Automatic Snowflake Counter

Measurements of the concentrations of snow particles reaching the

ground provide very valuable data for evaluating the effects of cloud

seeding (see 6 .2). The usual technique for determining these concentrations

involves exposing a target of known area for a known time to the snowfall

and then carrying out a long series of time-consuming calculations (see

4.4).

We have developed for the Cascade Project an automatic device for

determining the concentrations of ice particles in snowfall near the ground.

The device is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Snowflakes are allowed to fall freely
through an opening of area A in the top of a large box. As a crystal falls
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Fiq. 2 Universi ty of Wash ngton prototype snowflake counter
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through the volume defined by A and the separation S of the two light baffles

it is illuminated by a light source and detected by a photo-transistor.

The time t_ which the crystal takes to fall through the distance S is

recorded and from this the fall speed V. of the crystal is obtained. The

observed volume (A x S 100 ml) is sufficiently small that it is unlikely
that two snowflakes will be present in it at the same time.

The concentration of snowflakes in the air is deduced as follows. The

number of particles n(V. ) with a velocity V. which falls through a

horizontal area A is given by

n(V. ) c(V. )AV.T

where, c(V. ) is the concentration of snowflakes in the air which have fall

speed V. and T is the length of time over which the observation is made.

The total concentration C is then found by summing over all the snowflakes,
t hat is,

n(V. )
p Y

i ^
Now,

vi ^- - ^ASx
therefore,

.or.

C (AST)"1 E n(V. )t.
i

Since the snowflakes are counted individually

C (AST)"1 (t^ + t^ + tg + + t )
n
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or.

C (AST)-1 t^^

Substituting A x S 100 ml and T 19 sec,

C 0.526-r,
Total

where C is in liter

A schematic of the electronics for the snowflake counter is shown in

Fig. 2.2. An additional second is used to reset the timing clock following

each interval T, therefore there are three sampling periods per minute.

The snowflake counter was tested and calibrated in the Cascade Project

during the winter of 1972-73. It was found that it could detect snowflakes

down to about 350 to 400 pm in maximum dimensions (there is some variation

in sensitivity across the field of view).

The concentrations of snowflakes measured with the snowflake counter

were compared with concentrations of crystals deduced from exposing Formvar-
9

coated slides (17.5 cm in area) as explained in 4.4 Shown in Figs. 2.3

and 2.4 are about 25 hours of data taken on three different days. The

concentrations from the automatic counter are 7’ 5 minute averages, while

the concentrations from the slides represent essentially instantaneous

measurements made every 15 minutes. For the most part, the concentrations

of crystals measured by the two techniques show similar variations with

time. However, the concentrations deduced from the slides are generally

about a factor of four greater than those measured by the automatic counter,

This is due to the aforementioned lack of sensitivity of the automatic

counter to crystals below about 350 pm in size. In most other respects

(accuracy of exposure time, lack of errors due to sampling. technique,

sample size) the automatic counter is superior to using slides, moreover,

it can provide an immediate and continuous recording of the concentration

of snowflakes in the air. Like any other precipitation-measuring device,

the automatic snowflake counter is subject to errors in high winds. Also,

in the present device, erroneous counts can be produced due to flashes of

bright sunlight (this is not a problem in most snowfall situations).

In Fig. 2.5 we show some data on the concentrations of snowflakes in

the air measured with the automatic counter and the precipitation rates

measured with a heated tipping bucket. For the two datum sets shown, the
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Compari son of crystal concentrations
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Fig. 2.4 Compari son of crystal concentrat ions measured by the automat c snowflake counter (----)
wi th those deduced by col lecting crystals on glass s ides (---) Data taken at SnoqualmiePass from 1000 to 1500 PST on January 19 1973
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precipitation rate is roughly lineraly proportional to the concentration

of snowflakes. This is not always the case in fact in the Cascades

precipitation rate appears to be generally more dependent on the masses

of snowflakes than on their concentrations.
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SECTION 3

CONCENTRATIONS OF ICE PARTICLES AND ICE NUCLEI IN CLOUDS

Throughout the Cascade Project particular attention has been paid to

the concentrations of ice particles in the clouds over the mountains (Hobbs

et al. 1971a, 1972) In this section we combine results obtained in

1971-72 with those obtained in 1972-73 and summarize our present conclusions

on this subject.

3.1 Airborne Measurement of Ice Particle Concentrations in Clouds

The determination of the concentrations of ice particles in clouds from

an aircraft is a difficult problem. Most of our measurements have been

deduced from replicas of ice particles obtained with a continuous Formvar

cloud particle sampler (CPS) attached to the B-23 aircraft. The CPS is

generally operated for periods of 15 seconds at a time, during which period

the aircraft traverses about 1 km and 10 liters of air are sampled. Hence,

the lowest concentration of ice particles which can be detected by the CPS

is about 0.1 liter

Most of the ice particles (>95%) which we collect in clouds over the

Cascade Mountains are irregular in shape. This is no doubt due in part

to fragmentation during collection, either on the inlet slit or after

impactions on the film. Crystals which have obviously smashed on impact

and produced a large number of small, irregular fragments within a small

area on the film do not present a problem; in this case the individual

fragments are ignored and only one crystal is counted. Some irregular

particles, however, occur in isolation on the film, in these cases it is

impossible to know whether they existed as such in the air or were fragmented

during sampling. Evidence that fragmentation during sampling may not be

very common is provided from crystals collected in artificially seeded

clouds. In samples collected in recently seeded clouds, much higher

percentages of regular crystals are replicated than in unseeded clouds. If

it is assumed that all of the crystals in a recently seeded cloud are

Irregular crystals are probably far more common in most cold clouds than
is generally appreciated since regular crystals are favored for illustrative
purposes. For example, based on ground-based measurements, Magono and Lee
(1966) concluded that "the percentage of occurrence of irregular crystals
is much higher than expected."
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regular, the percentages of ice particles collected in these clouds which

are irregular on the CPS will also give the percentages which are caused

by fragmentation during collection. The results of a number of CPS runs

in seeded clouds are shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that the percentage

of intact regular crystals ranges from 10 to 90. However, even in the

case of 1-2 mm sized stellars, 15 per cent were collected intact, therefore,
the maximum error which would have been incurred in the concentration of

ice particles by counting the fragments would have been only about a

factor of 7.

In view of the uncertainties associated with fragmentation, concentrations

of ice particles were deduced from the CPS using the following two methods:

Method (a)

All ice particles collected on the CPS (regular or irregular) were

counted, unless they were obviously caused by fragmentation on impact in

which case the combined fragments were counted as one particle.

Since the number of ice particles collected often varied widely in

any one CPS run, the log-average of the ice particles collected on each

run was determined and referred to as the sustained ice particle

concentration (e.g. if the concentration of ice particles in one CPS run

varied from 1 to 100 per liter, the sustained ice particle concentration

would be 10 liter ).

Method (b)

Only regular crystals were counted (isolated irregular particles were

ignored). In this case a simple average ice particle concentration was

deduced for each CPS run.

It is to be expected that the true ice particle concentration in the

air would be somewhere between the concentrations deduced by methods (a)

and (b).

A metal-foil impactor is also on the B-23 aircraft. This sampler
2

exposes 14.5 cm of foil to the airstream. Therefore, at an aircraft

speed of 69 m sec the device samples 100 liters of air per second.

Hence, for a 10 sec sampling period, detectable particles can be measured

down to concentrations of 0.001 liter"1. The smallest size ice particle

which leaves a discernible imprint on the foil appears to be about 0.25 mm

maximum dimensions for graupel and 0.75 mm for needle-type and dendritic

crystals. Fragmentation on impact is not a problem with this device,
since only the original particle at the instant of impact produces an

impression on the foil.
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TABLE 3.1

PERCENTAGE OF INTACT CRYSTALS COLLECTED ON THE CONTINOUS PARTICLE

SAMPLER IN RECENTLY ARTIFICIALLY SEEDED CLOUDS

Intact
Crystals

(%)

90

85

80

80

70

70

60

60

50

40

40

40

20

15

10

Type of Crystal

Needles

Needles

Needles

Short columns

Hexagonal plates

Needles and sheaths

Short columns

Steliars

Hexagonal plates and sectored

crystals

Hexagonal plates

Stellars

Hexagonal plates

Hexagonal plates

Stellars

Hexagonal plates and side
planes

Maximum
Dimensions
of Crystals

(pm)

50-200

50-200

100-750

50-150

60-200

100-300

60-120

250-500

100-300

150-400

300-600

110-400

100-600

1000-2000

150-300
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The third, and potentially most useful, device which was available

for measuring ice particle concentrations was the University of Washington’s

automatic optical ice particle counter (Hobbs et al. 1971a; Turner and

Radke, 1973) This instrument provides real-time measurements of the

concentrations of ice particles in excess of a critical size (the

critical threshold size varies with the type of particle for example,

for the instrument used in 1972-73 plate-like crystals had to have

maximum dimensions in excess of about 100 urn before they could be

detected. This threshold value has been lowered to 15 urn in the latest

version of the instrument) At an aircraft speed of 63 m sec" the

instrument views about 3 liters of air per second and it is operated

continuously in-flight. Since the ice particles are "viewed" in situ

in the air, fragmentation due to collection is eliminated in this device.

Before describing measurements of the concentrations of ice particles

in clouds over the Cascade Mountains, ice nucleus measurements in this

area are reviewed in the next session.

3.2 Ice Nucleus Measurements in the Cascade Mountains

3.2.1 Earlier Measurements

Continuous ice nucleus measurements were made at the Weather Bureau

station at Stampede Pass (located near the crest of the Cascade Range)

from July 1 to November 30, 1968, using an NCAR acoustical ice nucleus

counter (Langer, e_t_ a3_. 1967) A detailed account of these measurements

has been given by Hobbs and Locatelli (1970) The actual measured

concentrations of ice nuclei ranged from about 0.01 to 0.06 liter" at

21C, however, these concentrations should be increased by a factor of

9 to allow for inefficiences in counting due to losses of crystals on

the walls of the chamber (G. Langer private communication) This

would raise the concentrations at -21C to about 0.1 to 0 .5 liter"

Some measurements of ice nuclei were made at Keechelus Dam during

1971-72 using the Millipore filter technique (Hobbs e^_ al_. 1972). The

average concentration of ice nuclei at -15C in non-seeded days was

0.026 liter (compared to 0.036 liter" at -15C from the corrected

measurements obtained with the NCAR counter at Stampede Pass in 1968)

Measurements have also been made for several winters of the

concentrations of freezing nuclei in snow particles collected in the

Cascades using a drop-freezing technique (Hobbs e_t_ aJ_. 1970a, 1971a,

1972). However, these measurements give the number of freezing nuclei
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per unit mass of snow rather than the concentration of ice nuclei in the

air.

3. 2.2 Airborne Measurements of Ice Nuclei over the Cascade Mountains

in 1972-73

(a) Procedures Ice nucleus concentrations were measured using the

Millipore filter technique (Stevenson, 1968). Air was sampled from the

aircraft flying at 1. 5, 2.3 and 3 km above sea level along a 75 km path

centered on a point 20 km west of Snoqualmie Pass. In addition, Millipore

filters were exposed on the ground at Bandera (0 .5 km MSL) which is

approximately 10 km west of Snoquatmie Pass.

The air which was sampled from the aircraft entered from the nose of

the plane and was drawn through 0.45 pm pore-sized filters by a vacuum

pump. The volume of air sampled was measured using a displacement-type

gas meter which indicated the total air flow. A sketch of the system is

shown in Fig. 3.1. Each filter sampled 1,000 to 1,500 A of air which

required about an hour to obtain.

During each flight a rawinsonde was launched from North Bend, Washington,

which was located beneath the flight path.

Fifty per cent of the unexposed filters had nine or fewer ice crystals

on them, and 90 per cent had fewer than 15 ice crystals, when they were

"developed" at -15C. Therefore, the number of ice crystals on an exposed

filter was reduced by nine before determining the concentration. An

exposed filter on which 15 ice crystals grew represents a concentration of

ice nuclei of 0.006 A for a 1,000 & of sampled air. Hence, there is a

10 per cent chance that at measured concentrations of 0.006 A the count

is entirely erroneous. At concentrations in excess of 0.015 A there is

only a 1 per cent chance that the count is erroneous.

(b) Results. Data were collected on three days in the spring of 1973.

The results of the measurements are shown in Table 3.2. It is seen that on

all three days the concentrations of ice nuclei decreased by about a

factor of 10 in the first kilometer of rise above the ground. On March 23

and April 6 the concentrations also decreased sharply above 1.5 km, but

on April 24 they increased with height above 1. 5 km. To understand these

differences we must consider the synoptic situations.

Shown in Fig. 3.2 are the wind velocities as a function of height

for the three days on which observations were made. On March 23 and April 6

the winds at each of the three flight levels had a northeasterly component
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TABLE 3.2

ICE NUCLEUS CONCENTRATIONS (IN NUCLEI LITER"1) EFFECTIVE

AT -15C OVER THE CASCADE MOUNTAINS

Altitude
(km above MSL)

0. 5
(Bandera)

1.5

2.3

3.0

March 23, 1973

0.121

0.042

0.001

<0.001

April 6 1973

0.129

0.010

<0.001

<0.001

April 24, 1973

0.409

0. 020

0.030

0. 047
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and the 700 mb maps for these days showed the air to have spent much time

over the sparsely inhabited land to the north. On April 24, on the other hand,

the wind was northwesterly and the air had a trajectory which took it over

the Puget Sound metropolitan area before it intersected the flight path.

This difference in paths apparently affected the ice nucleus concentrations.

The lower concentrations on March 23 and April 6 were associated with

northeasterly flow and the higher concentrations on April 24 with northwesterly

flow from the Puget Sound. These results support those of Hobbs and

Locatelli (1970) and Hobbs e_fc_ al_. (1972) who found higher ice nucleus

concentrations in air which had passed over the Puget Sound. The ice-

forming nuclei produced in the Puget Sound region would have been carried

aloft by the convective motions present on April 24, since small cumulus

clouds were present with bases at 1. 5 km and tops at the base of an inversion

at 2.1 km. This stable layer existed up to 3.1 km (see Fig. 3.3).

It can be seen from Table 3.2 that the concentrations of ice nuclei at

Bandera were on the order of 0.1 liter at -15C. This is about an order

of magnitude higher than concentrations measured on other occasions at

Keechelus Dam and Stampede Pass. It should be noted, however, that the

latter two sites should be "cleaner" than Bandera since Keechelus Dam and

Stampede Pass are 1/2 and 2-1/2 miles, respectively from Interstate Highway

90 (which is the only appreciable local source of pollution) while Bandera

is only 1/8 of a mile from the highway.

The results also indicate that in relatively uncontaminated continental

air ice nucleus concentrations over the Cascades decrease with vertical

ascent at the rate of about an order of magnitude per kilometer. However,

when polluted air which has passed over the Puget Sound Basin accumulates

near the base of an inversion, the ice nucleus concentration may increase

with height in some layers.

It should be noted that all of the flights were made in spring under

conditions which may not be representative of winter cyclonic storms.

3.2.3 Conclusions

Ground-based measurements in the Cascade Mountains indicate that the

concentrations of ice nuclei measured with Millipore filters are similar to

the average of measurements obtained elsewhere (about 0.1 liter" at -15C).

However, a few measurements which have been made in this area in spring,

at altitudes up to a few kilometers above the ground, show that the

concentrations fall off quite sharply with height (by about a factor of
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10 per kilometer).

We will assume below, following Fletcher (1962) that the concentrations

of effective ice nuclei in the clouds is 1 liter"1 at -20C and increases

by a factor of 10 for every 4C of cooling from -20C. That is:

n 10~5 exp(0.6AT) (3.1)

where n is in liter and AT the supercooling in C. By ignoring any

decrease in the concentration of ice nuclei with altitude, which appears to

exist over the Cascade Mountains, eqn. (3.1) probably overestimates the

concentration of ice nuclei in this area.

3.3 Results on Ice Particle Concentrations from Airborne Measurements

Shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3. 5 are the maximum ice particle concentrations

plotted against cloud top temperatures for all of the flights made over the

Cascade Mountains during the wintersof 1971-72 and 1972-73, respectively.

The term "maximum" refers to the fact that the ratios are based on the CPS

run in each flight which exhibited the highest concentrations of ice particles.

For each of these runs the concentration of ice particles was deduced using

methods (a) and (b) described in 3.1.

Several important points can be deduced from Figs. 3.4 and 3.5:

(i) The concentrations of ice particles deduced by method (a) can be up to

three orders of magnitude greater than those deduced from method (b). The

true concentration of ice particles in the air lies somewhere between the

values given by methods (a) and (b). For example, the most recent version

of the automatic optical ice counter generally gave a concentration about

mid-way between (on a log scale) the concentrations deduced from methods (a)
and (b).

(ii) In all cases (except one) when the concentrations of ice particles

were above the detection threshold, the maximum concentrations of ice particles
for each flight deduced from both method (a) and method (b) were greater than
Fletcher’s average ice nucleus concentration effective at the cloud top
temperature.

(iii) The maximum concentrations of ice particles for the flights deduced

by method (b) which certainly gives a reliable lower limit, appear to fall
into two categories. The concentrations are either high (from about 1 to

100 liter irrespective of temperature) or they are below the detection
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threshold (0.1. liter The vast majority of the latter occurred for

cloud top temperatures above about -12C.

(iv) Layer clouds (e.g. stratus altostratus) exhibited high ice particle

concentrations as well as convective clouds (cumulus and stratocumulus)
(v) The maximum ice particle concentrations based on method (b) for both

the 1971-72 and 1972-73 seasons are combined in Fig. 3.6. The best-fit

line to the measured concentrations (i.e. those above the detection threshold)
is

^lO ^ -0-1 -06 ^ (3-2)

where C^ is the maximum concentration of ice particles per liter and T the

cloud top temperature in C. The correlation coefficient between C and T
M c

is -0.43. It should be noted that due to the relatively large number of datum

points below the detection threshold at temperatures above -12C, eqn. (3.2)
is most reliable for T < -12C.

c
The ratio R of the concentration of ice particles to the concentration

of ice nuclei may be called the ice enhancement ratio. Following Hobbs

(1969) and Hobbs et_ a3_. (1972) we will assume that ice nuclei act at the

temperature of the cloud tops by so doing we should obtain a maximum value

for the concentration of effective ice nuclei and a conservative estimate

of R.

The results shown in Figs. 3. 4 and 3.5 were used to compute the

maximum ice enhancement ratios (R^) for each flight in 1971-72 and 1972-73

based on ice particle concentrations determined by method (a) and method (b)

and using Fletcher’s average ice nucleus concentrations The results which

are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3. 8, reveal the following features:

(i) Even though the values of R based on ice particle concentrations

deduced from method (b) and Fletcher’s average ice nucleus concentrations

at cloud top temperatures must produce a lower limit for R values as
5 4

M
high as 10 (at -9C for a cumulus cloud) and 2 x 10 (at -6C for an

altostratus cloud) are observed.

(ii) The values of R^ generally decrease with decreasing temperature.
Values above the detection threshold based on method (b) indicate that the

lower limit values of the maximum values of R^ observed on flights over
uthe Cascade Mountains range from about 10 at -8C to 1 at -23C. (It

is interesting to note that almost exactly the same values for R were

obtained by Hobbs e^ a^. (1970a, p. 36, dashed line) from an entirely
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independent set of measurements of the concentrations of freezing nuclei in

snow crystals collected on the ground in the Cascades. )

(iii) The maximum ice enhancement ratios based on method (b) for both the

1971-72 and 1972-73 seasons are plotted in Fig. 3.9. The best-fit line to

those datum points above the detection threshold is

log^R^ 5.02 + 0.204 T^ (3.3)

where R^ is the maximum ice enhancement ratio and T the cloud top temperature

in C. The correlation coefficient between R^ and T is 0.86. It should

be noted that due to the relatively large number of datum points below the

detection threshold for temperatures in excess of -12C, eqn. (3.3) is not

’reliable in this region.

So far we have discussed only the concentrations of.ice particles

deduced from those CPS runs exhibiting the maximum concentrations on each

flight. However, on average, four CPS runs were made per flight over the

Cascades prior to any artificial seeding activities. We now consider the

data from all of these runs.

The concentrations of ice particles for each of the CPS runs was measured

using method (a). As explained previously, method (a) generally overestimates

the true concentration of ice particles in the air by about a factor of 10.

Therefore, the concentrations deduced from method (a) were all reduced by

a factor of 10 to give our "best estimate" of the true concentrations of ice

particles in the air. These results are shown in Fig. 3.10 where they are

plotted against the minimum cloud top temperature of the cloud systems in

which the measurements were made.

The following points can be deduced from results shown in Fig. 3.10:

(i) The probability of the concentration of ice particles being above the

detection threshold (0.1 liter ) generally increases with decreasing cloud

top temperature, with a noticeable increase occurring at about -16C.

(ii) In the region where the average ice nucleus concentrations exceed the

detection threshold of the CPS (i.e. below -16C) the lowest concentrations

of detectable ice particles follow very closely the ice nucleus curve (i.e.

they increase with decreasing temperature at the rate of about a factor of

10 per 4C). The complete lack of datum points within the triangular wedge
formed between the detection threshold and the average ice nucleus concentration
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line (Fig. 3.10) is rather interesting. It shows that regions of clouds either

contain few < 0.1 liter) ice particles or ice particles in concentrations at

least as great as those given by Fletcher’s average ice nucleus concentrations

as expressed by eqn. (3.1). Those regions where there are little or no

ice particles may just be "clear" patches indicating non-uniformity in

cloud structure, or they may be "young" clouds in which there has been

insufficient time for ice nucleation or ice enhancement to occur or the ice

particles have not grown large enough to be detected.

(iii) For cloud top temperatures below -8C there are numerous datum points

showing that the concentrations of ice particles can vary over about four

orders of magnitude for any given cloud top temperature. The best-fit line

to the concentration C (liter ) of ice particles present in concentrations

above the detection threshold is

log C -1.11 0.13 T (3.4)

where T is the cloud top temperature in C. The correlation coefficient

between C and T is -0.41.
c

We attribute ice concentrations in excess of the average ice nucleus

values to ice enhancement processes. We suggest that two processes are

responsible for ice enhancement. At high temperatures (above about -10C)

secondary ice particles may be produced by riming (see, for example, Hallett

and Mossop, 1974). At lower temperatures (below about -12C) branch-type

crystals (i.e. crystals with broad branches, sector-like branches, dendrites,

radiating assemblages of dendrites, etc. ) grow which are fragile and subject

to. mechanical breakage (Hobbs and Farber, 1972).

The results shown in Fig. 3.10 are replotted in Fig. 3.11 but instead

of showing the ice particle concentrations as a function of cloud top

temperatures they are shown as a function of the air temperature at the flight

level where the particles were collected. Similar conclusions to those

stated above follow from these results. It is interesting to note however

.the tendency for higher ice particle concentrations to occur more frequently

between about -11 and -18C on this plot.

We describe now some attempts at further stratifying the data on ice

particle concentrations. The cloud systems for each day on which airborne

measurements were obtained were divided into two groups: pre-frontal (i.e. a
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front located nearby by west of Cascade Crest) and orographic (i.e. no frontal

systems nearby). Shown in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 are averages of the highest

three ice particle concentrations [measured by method (a) and then reduced

by a factor of 10 to give our "best estimate" of the true concentration]

for each flight plotted against cloud top temperatures for these two groups

of clouds. The precipitation strength of each cloud system is also indicated.

This was estimated as follows. If during the period of the airborne

measurements the sum of the precipitation at Seattle-Tacoma Airport,

Landsburg, North Bend, Bandera, Snoqualmie Summit and Cabin Creek was about

zero the precipitation strength for the pre-frontal systems was classified

as very weak, if greater than zero but less than 0.25 mm as weak, from 0.25

to 1. 25 mm as moderate, and greater than 1.25 mm as strong. For the

orographic cloud systems the average of the precipitation which fell at

Bandera, Snoqualmie Pass and Cabin Creek during the period of the airborne

measurements was taken. If this average was about zero the precipitation

strength of the system was classified as very weak, if greater than zero but

less than 0.15 mm as weak, from 0.15 to 0. 55 mm as moderate, and greater

than 0. 55 mm as strong.

The number of datum points for the pre-frontal systems (Fig. 3.12)

is not large. However, the results indicate that the concentration of ice

particles is about 100 liter irrespective of cloud top temperature (from

-5 to -25C) and precipitation strength. The ice enhancement ratio decreases

from about 10 at -5C to about unity at -25C. It should be noted however

that the system with the highest cloud top temperature (-5C) also had the

highest precipitation strength. Pre-frontal clouds over the Cascade Mountains

often have a long history both in time and space extending back to their

origins over the Pacific Ocean.

In the case of the orographic cloud systems (Fig. 3.13), the ice

particle concentrations appear to increase with decreasing temperature,

however, there is also some indication that the stronger precipitation

systems contain the higher ice particle concentrations. The type of cloud

does not appear to have a strong effect on the concentration of ice particles

in these systems.

The highest ice particle concentrations in the orographic cloud systems

occurred at various locations across the Cascade Mountains. This is shown

in Fig. 3.14 where the datum points are classified into five groups depending
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on their position with respect to the Cascade Range. This same classification

iu u:;nd in 1’ig. 3.15 where the average of the three highest concentrations

is plotted against cloud top temperature. (Note: The highest ice particle

concentration was generally more than an order of magnitude greater than the

second and third highest concentrations. Therefore, only location of the

highest concentration is shown in Fig. 3.14. ) It is interesting to note

that out of 32 cloud systems only one showed a peak concentration of ice

particles over the Cascade Crest. This analysis also revealed that those

orographic cloud systems in which the ice concentrations were spread fairly

evenly across the mountains consisted mainly of cumulus clouds. This was

because the cumulus clouds themselves were spread fairly evenly across the

mountains.

Finally, to obtain best estimates of the probability of occurrence of

ice in clouds as a function of temperature, we have combined data collected

in the Cascade Project with data collected by Mossop et al. (1970) who

detected ice particles in excess of 0.02 liter in small maritime cumulus,

Gagin (1971) who detected, ice particles in excess of 0.1 liter" in

continental cumulus clouds, and Morris and Braham (1968) who also detected

ice particles in excess of 0.1 liter in continental cumulus clouds (in

the latter case only data in the temperature range -8 to -18C were used

since data outside of this range was not as reliable). The Cascade data

used for this purpose were those from the orographic cloud systems (as

previously defined); the systems were considered as individual units in

which ice either was or was not detected in concentrations above the

detection threshold (0.1 liter ).

The combined results from all four sets of measurements are shown in

Fig. 3.16 where the percentage of clouds in which there are detectable ice

particles is plotted against the cloud top temperature. It can be seen that

at cloud top temperatures of -5C there is about a 30 per cent probability of

detecting ice in clouds, as the cloud top temperature decreases the

probability of detecting ice increases and reaches 100 per cent at about

-17C.

The fall in the probability of detecting ice in clouds between -11

and -12C and its subsequent rapid rise below these temperatures (Fig. 3.16)

may be significant. As suggested previously, we believe it likely that ice

enhancement in clouds is produced by two mechanisms: riming at temperatures
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above about -10C and the fragmentation of delicate ice crystals at temperatures

below about -12C. This would leave a temperature interval between about

-10 and -12C where ice enhancement should not be very effective and this is

just the region where the probability of detecting ice decreases with

decreasing temperature at a rate of about 20 per cent per 1C.

3.4 Results on Ice Particle Concentrations from Ground Measurements

Described below are two sets of measurements made on the ground in the

Cascades which provide some additional information on conditions under which

high ice particle concentrations caused by ice enhancement may and may not

occur.

We describe first a set of ground measurements made in a simple, non-

convective cloud layer. The measurements were made in very light snowfall

(which never exceeded a trace in equivalent precipitation rate) at Snoqualmie

Pass between 1045 and 1300 PST on November 28, 1972. Fig. 3.17 which is

a cross-section through this area, shows the distribution of cloud, the winds

and temperatures measured with a rawinsonde, and the locations where airborne

and ground measurements were made. The cloud top, as observed from the

aircraft, was very smooth and uniform and located at 1,830 m (all altitudes

are above mean sea level) where the temperature was -5C. Cloud base was

at 1,220 m where the temperature was -2C. A spectrum of cloud droplet

sizes, obtained near cloud top using a "Fprmvar" cloud particle sampler

attached to the aircraft, is shown in Fig. 3.18. Also shown in this

diagram is the contribution to the liquid water content from droplets of

various sizes. It can be seen that droplets with diameters up to 75 ym

were present. Some isolated ice needles and irregular crystals were also

collected from the aircraft flying near cloud top.

The crystals reaching the ground site (elevation 915 m) initially
consisted of single needles and sheaths, but as the snowfall rate increased

these crystals formed aggregates. Since the number of crystals in an

aggregate is difficult to estimate, the results described here are confined

to the period where single crystals only were collected. The concentrations

of single crystals in the air were deduced from measurements of the number

of crystals which fell onto glass slides exposed horizontally for measured

time intervals and the fall speeds of needles and sheaths (-^ 1 m s~1)
The concentrations of crystals in the air was about 1 liter"1. Measurements
of atmospheric ice nuclei indicate that at the minimum temperature in the
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-4
cloud (-5C) the concentration of ice nuclei should be about 10 to

-3
10 liter Therefore, the concentrations of the crystals in this simple

layer cloud exceeded those to be expected from ice nucleus measurements by
3

at least a factor of 10

The size distributions of the crystals collected on the ground are

shown in Fig. 3 .19. The crystals tended to be either completely unrimed or

moderately to densely rimed. The droplets frozen on the rimed crystals were

up to 100 \im in diameter and were concentrated on the leading edges of the

crystals. The rimed crystals tended to be fewer in number but larger in

size than the unrimed crystals. This indicates that the unrimed crystals

had shorter growth times than the rimed crystals. Possibly the unrimed

crystals originated on ice splinters produced during the riming of crystals

in the lower regions of the cloud. In this connection, we note that the

conditions under which riming occurred in this cloud encompass the critical

combination of conditions for temperature, droplet sizes and impact speeds

for which large numbers of splinters have been observed in recent laboratory

experiments (Hallett and Mossop, 1974)

It should be noted that the high concentrations of ice crystals which

occurred in the cloud described in this paper could not have been produced

by the mechanism postulated by Mason (1973) since this requires convective

towers. Indeed, contrary to Mason’s contention, there are several sets of

independent field observations which show high ice crystal concentrations

in non-convective clouds (Hobbs, 1973; Auer et al. 1969)

Since there are natural limits to the masses and fall speeds which

ice crystals can achieve in the atmosphere, ice crystal concentrations on

the order of 1 liter are needed to produce even light snowfalls; therefore,

these concentrations must be quite common in shallow layer clouds. For

example, a needle crystal of mass 5 ug has a fall speed of about 1 m s

To produce a water equivalent precipitation rate as small as 0.02 mm hr~
these crystals have to exist in the air in concentrations of about 1 liter

On December 11, 1972, aggregates composed of drizzle-sized frozen drops

and planar branched-type crystals fell at Snoqualmie Summit (Fig. 3.20) The

approximate concentration at ground level of frozen drops was 1 liter

Fig. 3.21 shows the size distribution of these drops; it can be seen that

most of these had diameters from 100-300 pm. At this time (1345 PST) cloud

tops were at 4.9 km and a temperature of -25C. The ground temperature at
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the Snoqualmie Pass Summit station was -13C. The highest temperature was

-8C at 1.8 km. Since the total concentration of snow particles on the

ground was about 6 liter there was no evidence of ice enhancement. In

this case, therefore, the presence of large frozen drops (up to 400 pm in

diameter) did not produce ice enhancement. (It has been suggested by some

workers that the freezing of large drops might be responsible for ice

enhancement. )

It is also interesting to note that in order for drops to reach the

100-400 urn diameter range significant coalescence must have occurred. Since

the highest temperature above the sampling station was -8C, this coalescence

did not cause a significant number of these large supercooled drops to

freeze.

Hobbs and Farber (1972) determined the conditions under which the

collision of a drop with a stellar crystal might break off an arm of the

stellar. These calculations predict that for the drops and crystals

considered here break-off should not occur, which is consistent with the

observations described here.

3.5 Conclusions on Ice Particle Concentrations

The principal conclusions which have emerged from an analysis of the

1971-72 and 1972-73 data on ice particle concentrations over the Cascade

Mountains are as follows:

(i) On almost every flight the maximum concentration of ice particles in the

clouds exceeded that to be expected from ice nucleus measurements. These high

concentrations occur in both convective and layer clouds.

(ii) Conservative estimates of the maximum concentrations of ice particles

show that the concentrations fall into two categories: they are either high
(from about 1 to 100 liter irrespective of temperature) or they are less

than 0.1 liter The majority of the latter occur for cloud top

temperatures above about -12C.

(iii) The best-fit line to conservative estimates for the maximum ice

particle concentrations C (liter"1) encountered on flights over the

Cascade Mountains is:

^lO ^ -0-1 0-06 ^
where T^ is the cloud top temperature in C. This expression is most reliable
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for T < -12C.
c

(iv) The best-fit line to conservative estimates of the maximum ice

enhancement ratios R., (defined as the ratio of the maximum concentration ofM
ice particles to the concentration of ice nuclei at cloud top temperatures

as given by eqn. 3.1) encountered on flights over the Cascade Mountains is

^lO \ 5-02 + 0-204 ^
where T is the cloud top temperature in C. This expression is most reliable

C

for T < -12C.
c

4Lower limit values of R^ range from about 10 at -8C to 1 at -23C.

(v) Regions of clouds contain either (a) few (<0.1 liter) ice particles

or (b) ice particles in concentrations at feast as great as those given by

Fletcher’s average ice nucleus curve (eqn. 3.1) For those cloud regions

which fall into the category (b) the lowest concentrations of ice particles

as a function of cloud top temperature follow closely Fletcher’s average

ice nucleus curve. However, the range of concentrations for any cloud top

temperature can vary over four orders of magnitude. The best-fit line to

the concentrations of ice particles in category (b) is

log C -1.11 0.13 T
lu c

where C is the concentration of ice particles (in liter ) and T the cloud
c

top temperature in C.

(vi) Ice particle concentrations in excess of the average ice nucleus

concentrations are attributed to ice enhancement processes. We suggest two

processes are responsible for ice enhancement: the production of secondary

ice particles by splintering during riming (at temperatures above about

-10C) and the break up of delicate branch-type ice crystals (at temperatures

below about -12C).

(vii) The data’suggests that in pre-frontal cloud systems over the Cascades,

the concentration of ice particles is about 100 liter" irrespective of cloud

top temperature (from -5 to -25C) and precipitation strength. For orographic

cloud systems the ice particle concentrations tend to increase with decreasing

temperature and there are indications that the stronger precipitation systems

contain the higher ice particle concentrations. The type of cloud does not

appear to have a strong effect on the concentrations of ice particles
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(viii) The combination of our results with those of several other workers

has led to what we believe to be fairly reliable information on the

probability of occurrence of ice in clouds as a function of cloud top

temperature (Fig. 3. 16). For a cloud top temperature of -5C there is about

a 30 per cent probability of ice being detected, at -nC and lower the

probability is 100 per cent.
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SECTION 4

.SOME GENERAL RESULTS FROM. GROUND AND AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS

In previous reports on the Cascade Project (Hobbs et al. 1970, 1971a,

1972) we have presented detailed data on the structure of the clouds and

precipitation which occur over the Cascade Mountains. In this section we

select a few interesting topics on which further light has been thrown

from results obtained in the 1972-73 winter season.

4.1 Precipitation Types and Rates During Frontal Passages over the

Cascade Mountains

Hobbs et al. (1971a, 1972 have described previously two case studies

of the effects of frontal passages on precipitation over the Cascade

Mountains. These cases were chosen since they showed a clear distinction

between pre-frontal, frontal and immediate post-frontal weather. However,
to obtain a more complete description of the ways in which a frontal

passage can affect the rate and type of precipitation five additional

cases have now been analyzed. Fig. 4.1 summarizes the conclusions from

all seven case studies Shown in this figure are the types of snow

crystals their degree of riming, the temperature of the "diffusional

growth layers"’ of the crystals reaching the ground, and precipitation

rates with reference to the frontal passage Frontal passage is defined

as the time of the passage of the pressure trough at the summit of

Snoqualmie Pass. The precipitation rate shown at each time was calculated

from 15-minute averages straddling that time.

The following facts emerge from the results shown in Fig. 4.1:

(a) The highest precipitation rates occur in pre-frontal conditions.

However, a zero precipitation rate can occur at any time.

(b) Densely-rimed snow particles can occur at anytime, however, completely

unrimed snow particles only fell during the pre-frontal period. On average,

riming tends to be lighter in pre-frontal than in post-frontal conditions.
(c) The following snow particles can fall at almost any time: needles,

graupel, dendrites, columns and stellars. Some crystals did not fall from

0-4 hours after frontal passage but did during the pre-frontal period; these

were bullets and assemblages of sideplanes, sectors and plates. These snow

particles only appear again 4-1/2 hours after frontal passage.
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TABLE 4.1

KEY TO SYMBOLS FOR ICE PARTICLES USED IN

FIGS. 4 .1, 4 .8, 5 .7 6 .26 6 .36 6 .37 ,’ 6 .38 6.39 AND TABLE 6 .4

Symbol

A

M
N
(R)
\^
Y
I
Q Columns

0

(̂C)
@ Graupel-like snow

0

^7
cP

Â
@

-̂4- Crystals with broad branches

^~
^>--< Sheaths (separate, bundles combinations)

<-* Needles and sheaths (separate, bundles combinations)

0
0
3

9

HD

MD
F D

Explanation

Aggregates of ice crystals (due to difficulties in

replications the absence of an "A" does not necessarily
mean there were no aggregates at that time

Melted crystals

Nothing on slide

Undetermined

Assemblages of capped columns

Assemblages of columns

Capped columns

Plates

Irregular crystals

Graupel (hexagonal, cone-like 6 graupel)

Bullets

Side planes

Assemblages of plates

Assemblages of sectors

Radiating assemblages of dendrites

Crystal with sector-like branches

Plates with extensions

Stellars

Dendrites

Unrimed no frozen drops on particle

Lightly rimed few frozen drops on particle

Moderately rimed about one-half of particle covered
with frozen drops

Moderately to densely rimed one-half to three-quarters
of particle covered with frozen drops

Densely rimed particle completely covered with frozen
drops

Majority of the plane crystals on a slide are double
crystals (two parallel crystals separated by a frozen
water drop at their center)

Approximately half of the plane crystals on a slide are
double crystals

Few of the plane crystals on a slide are double crystals
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(d) In both pre- and post-frontal periods, the highest temperature of the

"diffusional growth layer" of the snow particles is about -4C. However,
by contrast, the lowest temperature of the "diffusional growth layer"
0-4 hours after frontal passage is about -22C, while that in pre-frontal

conditions is below -30C.

We see from these results that despite the natural variability, there

is a distinct difference between immediate pre-frontal and post-frontal

weather. Any precipitation type or precipitation rate that occurs in

post-frontal conditions can also occur during the pre-frontal period.

However, the converse is not true. Unrimed "cold-type crystals" only reach

the ground during the pre-frontal period and then not again until 4 or

more hours after the frontal passage. Also, the highest precipitation

rates for all seven cases occurred in pre-frontal conditions. Reasons for
these differences have already been discussed in detail (Hobbs et al.

1971a, p. 169 Hobbs et_ aj_. 1972 p. 122

^2 Double Snow Crystals with a Common Drop Center

Snow crystals collected at ground stations in the Cascades during the

winter of 1972-73 were analyzed to see if double snow crystals were present

in a similar manner to that described by Hobbs et al. (1972, p. 130) The

data from both 1971-72 and 1972-73 are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. The new

data support our previous conclusions, namely, that double crystals are more

common when the "diffusional growth layer" for dendrites and stellars is

low in the atmosphere. A possible explanation for this (suggested by

Hobbs et al. loc. cit) is that contact ice nuclei might be more numerous

at lower altitudes. It should also be noted that the "diffusional growth

layers" are low only when there is an intrusion of cold arctic air into the

region and under these conditions both riming and precipitation are light.

Under these same conditions the quality of the replicas is generally very

good, therefore, the actual concentrations of double crystals and other

crystal types can be determined fairly accurately. The results of such

calculations are described below. (Note: When the "diffusional growth

layer" is high, the relative number of.double crystals is small (Fig. 4.3)

However, under these conditions the precipitation rates and riming are

generally high and it is not possible to determine with any accuracy the

actual concentrations of crystals of different types.

Table 4.2 shows the concentrations of double crystals and other crystal

types derived from replicas obtained in the Cascade Mountains on January 13,
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TABLE 4. 2

CONCENTRATIONS OF DOUBLE CRYSTALS

Date
Maximum Concentration
of Double Crystals

(liter-1)

Concentration of
Other Crystals

(liter-!)

Ratio of Concentration
of Double Crystals to
Other Crystal Types

January 13, 1972 ~ 3 0.2 15:1

January 5, 1973 ^ I 0.5 2:1
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1972, and January 5, 1973. It can be seen that the concentrations of double

crystals on these two days were 15 and 2 times greater, respectively, than

the concentrations of the other crystal types. Since every double crystal

has a frozen drop at its center, the concentration of double crystals gives

a lower limit to the concentration of freezing or contact nuclei in the air.

Now the double crystals which we observed were invariably stellars and

dendrites which grow at a minimum temperature of -17C (on January 13 the

cloud top temperature, as observed by our aircraft, was -17C). Therefore,

from the results shown in Table 4.1 we deduce that the minimum concentration

of natural freezing or contact nuclei in the air was 3 liter" at -17C.

This is somewhat greater, but within the range of variability, of the

concentrations of ice nuclei which are normally assumed to be present at

this temperature. That is, there is no evidence for strong ice enhancement

when temperatures, precipitation rates and riming are low. It is our

impression from the replicas (but we have no concrete data for the reasons

given above) that at higher temperatures, which are accompanied by a high

"diffusional growth layer" and higher precipitation rates and riming, the

total concentration of ice particles increases significantly but the

concentration of double crystals remains about the same (producing a decrease

in the relative number of double crystals as shown in Fig. 4.3)
Under these conditions ice enhancement probably occurs and the ice

particles so produced dominate over double crystals.

The size distribution of the frozen drops at the centers of the double

crystals collected on January 13 1972, are shown in Fig. 4.4. Also shown

in this figure are the sizes of the cloud droplets as measured from the

aircraft flying in clouds over the ground station on the same day but

several hours after the crystals were collected on the ground. It can be

seen that the most probable size of the cloud droplets was in the size range

10 to 12 pm while that of the frozen drops in the double crystals was 13

to 25 pm. This difference in sizes no doubt reflects the volume (and

therefore size) dependence of freezing, namely, that large drops are more

likely to freeze than small drops.

^^ Mass Growth Rates of Ice Crystals from Field Observations

4. 3.1 Introduction

The mass growth rates of ice crystals by vapor deposition have been

investigated in laboratory experiments and theoretically. Hallett (1965)

performed experiments in which ice crystals were grown on a fiber in a
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diffusion cloud chamber. Although the masses of the crystals as a function

of time were not given, results were presented which show maximum mass

growth rates at -5 and -15C, with a local minimum at -8C. The cloud chamber

was maintained near water saturation during these tests. Fukuta (1969)

measured the mass growth rates of freely falling crystals at water saturation

and he also found two peaks in the growth rate, at -6.5C and near -18C.

In the temperature range -2.0 to -5.4C the growth rate averaged 8 x 10~11 s~1
during the first 50 s of growth. Between -6.7 and -9.0C the growth rate

during the same time-interval was 2.8 x 10~10 g s~1. Lamb and Hobbs (1971)

deduced the mass growth rates of ice crystals from laboratory observations

of their linear growth rates at a constant excess vapor pressure. Their

growth rates peaked at -5. 5 and -12C and had a minimum value at -8C.

Koenig (1971) used Fickian diffusion equations with the electrostatic

analogy, and Hindman and Johnson (1972) utilized an empirical approximation,

in their attempts to model ice crystal growth. Both of these numerical

models, as well as one by Jayaweera (1971) are able to generate growth rate

curves similar to those observed experimentally (Fig. 4.5).

Apparently no previous work has been done on direct observations of the

mass growth rates of natural ice crystals in the atmosphere. In this section

we describe some preliminary measurements of this kind.

4.3.2 Procedures

Snow crystal replicas were collected at two different elevations on

Denny Mountain in the Cascade Mountains of Washington State. The upper
station was at an elevation of 1658 m MSL while the lower one was at

896 m MSL. The horizontal distance between the two stations was 1.9 km.

The only periods of time chosen for analysis were when the predominate

crystal type at the two sites was the same. This limited the data to four

days but on each of these days the predominate type of crystal was different

(plates, columns, dendrites, and needles).

The maximum dimension of the crystals at the upper and lower stations

were measured and size distributions determined (Fig. 4.6 ). It can be seen

from this figure that the average sizes of columns needles and plates were

smaller at the upper station. However, the dendrites extended to larger sizes

at the upper station. From these size spectra, and the experimental data

of Locatelli and Hobbs (1974) the average crystal masses and average fall

speeds at the two stations were determined and the average mass growth

rates between the two stations were deduced. (To determine the average
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mass, a length characteristic of each size interval was found. This was

the midpoint of the interval. The characteristic length was then converted

to mass by first converting to volume using a/c relations given by Hobbs

et al. (1974a) in the case of dendrites the relation given by Nakaya and

Terada (1934) was used. These masses were then weighted according to the

frequency of observation and transformed into an average crystal mass.

Similarly, the fall velocity of crystals with the characteristic length

was determined for each size interval, weighted and transformed to an

average fall speed. The mass growth rate was then found by multiplying

the difference between the average crystal masses at the top and base by

the average fall speed and dividing by the fall distance of 762 m.

4.3.3 Results

A summary of the crystal parameters and growth rates is given in

Table 4. 3. All of the crystal types with the exception of dendrites

experienced some growth. The number of dendritic crystals which were

sampled at the base and subsequently sized is small (33) and may not truly

represent the total population of dendritic crystals. Thus the large

negative growth rate (i.e. evaporation rate) of these crystals may be due

solely to small errors arising from an insufficient sample size. It should

be noted that the percentage change in mass for the dendrites is only 10%

compared to nearly 100% for the other crystal types.

The other three crystal types (plates columns, needles) are seen to

have growth rates within about a factor of 2 of each other. The rates

appear to be dependent on the fall speed since needles, which have twice

the growth rate of plates, also have twice the fall speed. This might be

due to ventilation effects. However, the mass increase per meter of fall

is nearly the same for these three crystal types.

The meteorological observations which were made during the sampling

periods are summarized in Table 4.4. They indicate that fog and clouds

existed between the two observing sites in all cases, although when the

dendrites fell the fog was described as "thin." These observations indicate

that the plates, columns and needles grew in a water saturated cloud.

The mass growth rate of an ice crystal (neglecting ventilation) is

given by;

dm
dt

4trCGs



TABLE 4. 3

SUMMARY OF CALCULATED CRYSTAL PARAMETERS

Date

December 3, 1971

December 10, 1971

January 13, 1972

January 14, 1972

Crystal
Type

Plates

Columns

Dendrites

Needles

Number of
Crystals Sized

Top

439

472

110

1291

Base

81

193

33

149

Average Mass
(in units of 10~6 g)

Top

1.1

1. 2

17.0

1.9

Base

2.1

2. 5.

15.0

3.0

Average
Fall

Velocity

(m s

0. 25

0.23

0. 80

0.48

Mass
Gain
(%)

98

120

-10

62

Mass
Growth
Rate

(in units of
10-10 g s-1)

2.4

2.9

-19.0

5.0

Mass
Growth
Rate

(in units of
10-9 g m-1)

1. 3

1.7

-2.6

1.4



TABLE 4.4

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING MEASUREMENTS OF MASS GROWTH RATES OF CRYSTALS

Date

December 3 1971

December 10, 1971

January 13, 1972

January 14, 1972

Crystal
Type

Plates

Columns

Dendrites

Needles

Temperature

Top
(C)

-7.0

-8.0

-6
to
-9^

-3.0

Base
(C)

-1. 5

-2.5

-5.0

+0.5

Estimated
Cloud Top"*"
Height
(m)

2900

2130-
33505

2130

2580

Temp.
(C)

-12

-10

to
-20

-15

7

Degree of
Rimingt

Top

0

0.0

0,0

%

Base

o,e

(R),e

0.3

(R),e

Cloud
Observations

Cloud
Base
(m)

1820
lower-

ing to
1060

940

1820

1580

Conditions
at Top

Clouds
in
valley
below

In fog

Thin
fog
present

In fog,
clouds
in

valley
below

Precipitation
Rate at Base
(in units of
10~4 mm hr-1)

<2

8.3

<2

24

Cloud top heights from aircraft, temperatures from sounding.

Q: no riming, (^: light, 0: moderate, ^: heavy riming.

Variable depending on location
Si

Cooling occurred during period.
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where, m is the mass of the crystal at time t, C the electrostatic

capacitance of the crystal, G a temperature-dependent function, and s the

supersaturation of the air with respect to ice. Substituting into this

expression the appropriate values for plates, namely, C 2r/iT 0. 02 cm
ft

and Gs 2 x 10 cgs units (water saturation at -5C) the mass growth
-9 -1

rate is found to be 3.2 x 10 g s or about an order of magnitude larger

than the observed values (Table 4. 3).

Our observed mass growth rates are included in Fig. 4.5 as horizontal

lines indicating the temperature range over which the growth occurred. The

column and plate crystals observed in the field grew at rates similar to

those crystals grown in the laboratory by Fukuta, while our needles grew

somewhat faster at more nearly the theoretical rates.

4. 3.4 Discussion

A possible explanation for the observed growth rates of the plates being

less than that predicted theoretically lies in the trajectories of the

crystals from their point of nucleation to the sampling sites. Shown in

Fig. 4.7 are four possible trajectories. The top two trajectories

(Fig. 4.7a and b). are perhaps the most likely and are the ones -on which

our calculations are based. However, the lower two trajectories (Fig. 4.7c

and d) which require three-dimensional flow are possible and if they

existed would invalidate our calculations. The trajectories in Fig. 4.7c

are somewhat unlikely since our measurements were confined to identical

crystal types at the top and bottom of the mountain which must have grown

in the same temperature regime.

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy is that the crystals

were not in a water-saturated atmosphere throughout their fall. This

possibility receives some support from the data shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3

which indicate a relation between the precipitation rate and mass growth

rate. The highest mass growth rate occurred during the period of highest

precipitation rate.

4.4 Relationships Between the Number and Mass Concentrations of Ice

Particles, the Average Mass of Ice Particles and Precipitation Rates

4.4.1 Introduction

An important (but still unresolved) question in precipitation physics

is whether precipitation rates are determined primarily by the number

concentration or by the average mass of the precipitation particles This

problem is investigated in some detail below with respect to snowfall in the

Cascade Mountains.
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4 .4 .2. Scope of Study

Formvar replicas of the solid precipitation particles reaching the

ground in the Cascade Mountains were used to determine the concentrations

and masses of the ice particles Since this involves an enormous amount

of tedious work we restricted ourselves to three occasions covering three

different meteorological situations. The three occasions were during the

period March 16-17 1973 when continuous observations were made at

Snoqualmie Summit and December 11, 1972 and January 19 1973 when

measurements were made during day time hours at Snoqualmie Summit Hyak

Keechelus Dam and Kachess Dam. March 16-17 1973^ was a post-frontal

situation with showery type precipitation throughout the period. December 11,

1972 was a pre-frontal situation with slowly increasing general widespread

precipitation. On January 19 1973^ the precipitation was purely orographic

and was very light throughout the day. The results for December 11 and

January 19 are described in 6.2 since they relate closely to artificial

seeding activities carried out on that day. The techniques of measurement

and the results obtained on March 16-17 1973, are described below.

4. 4.3 Determination of Masses Concentrations of Particles and

Precipitation Rates

The ice particles were collected and replicated on Formvar coated slides
2

which had an exposed area of 17*5 cm and were exposed for fixed periods of

time (5 10 15 20 or 30 seconds) depending on the intensity of precipitation.

The water equivalent of the precipitation rate (mm hr was determined by
2

collecting snow in large (7500 cm collection area) bags and then weighing

the snow. The bags were generally exposed for 15-minute intervals but in

extremely light precipitation the collection periods were extended. In

general replication of the crystals was good. However at times evaporation

and frosting made it difficult to identify crystals, estimate riming or

measure sizes. Also on days of blowing snow the replications were

contaminated and in other cases some crystals bounced off the slides during

sampling. Only reliable observations were included in this analysis.

Identification and size measurement of the ice particles was accomplished

using a stereo-microcope at low and medium magnification and using both
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surface and transmitted illumination. Each slide was scanned completely

and the sizes of particles were determined using a squared graticule eye

piece which corresponded to 5 graticule divisions for 1 mm at x25 magnifi-

cation. The microscope also had additional mono-vision through which

photographs could be taken. All observations and measurements were carried

out with the slide lying flat on the microscope stage. No correction was

made for crystals that were not lying parallel to the surface of the slide,

this probably led to an underestimate of the sizes of some crystals,

especially capped bullets and columns.

Single and combination crystals were generally grouped in eight size

(maximum dimension) ranges as follows:

<0.25 mm| 0-25-0- 5 0-5-l-0| l-0-l- 5| r 5-2-o 2- 0-3-o| 3-0-5-ol75- 0 mm

In some cases, with dendrites and radiating assemblages of dendrites, the

range had to be extended by another two or three groups. When crystal

concentrations were high particles smaller than 0’25 mm in size were

neglected. This can introduce considerable errors in estimating concentration

but negligible errors in the total mass. To estimate these errors all

particles were counted in a few cases and the results compared to those

obtained when particles smaller than 0-25 mm were neglected. It was found

that in the latter case the number concentration was underestimated by less

than 25- 0% and the mass by less than 1’0%.

To estimate the contribution of aggregates (counted as single particles)

the replicas were projected onto a screen and their mean diameter and

numbers in different size groups were determined. Aggregates were divided

into the following eight size groups:

0-1 mm|1-2| 2-4| 4-6| 6-8| 8-11|11-15|>15 mm

In order to determine the numbers and mass concentrations of ice

particles in the air from the numbers of different sized particles measured

on the slides, the individual crystals were grouped into 17 different types

and the aggregates into five different groups (Table 4.5 ). The fall velocities

and masses of the particles in each of these groups and for various size

ranges had then to be decided upon. This was done by using data on

fall speeds and masses of snow crystals obtained in the Cascades (Locatelli
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TABLE 4.5

CLASSIFICATION OF ICE PARTICLES FOR CONCENTRATION AND MASS DETERMINATION

Individual Crystals

Lump graupel

Hexagonal graupel

Conical graupel

Lump type graupel-like snow

Hexgonal type graupel-like snow

Unrimed dendrites

Rimed dendrite and stellar

Unrimed radiating assemblages of dendrites

Rimed radiating assemblages of dendrites

Unrtmed sideplanes

Rimed column

Unrimed plates, sectors and their combination

Unrimed stellar

Unrimed needles and sheaths (combination, bundle and individual)

Rimed needles and sheaths (individual, combination and aggregate)

Rimed plates with simple extension or sector-like

Radiating assemblage of plates, sectors, sideplanes, bullets and columns.

Aggregates

Unrimed dendrites and radiating
assemblages of dendrites

Rimed dendrites and radiating
assemblages of dendrites

Unrimed radiating assemblage of
sideplanes, plates, bullets and
columns

Unrimed needles, sheaths and others

Unrimed sideplanes
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and Ilobhs 1974) However, in some canes data from other workers were

used. The results are shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 Additional tables were

prepared showing the volume swept out by each type and size of particle

for exposure times ranging from 5 to 30 seconds All calculations were

based on these two sets of tables. Both number and mass concentration in

each size group were calculated for all types of crystals and aggregates

found on a slide. These were then added up to give the total number and

mass concentrations of particles of all types. The average mass of a

particle on a slide was obtained by dividing the mass concentration by the

number concentration.

4.4 .4 A Case Study

Shown in Fig. 4 .8 are the number and mass concentrations of ice particles

the average particle masses the precipitation rates deduced from the snow

bags and the types of ice particles at Snoqualmie Summit for March 16-17

1973 (a post-frontal convective showery period) The mass concentration of

particles in the air is a measure of the precipitation rate and should

therefore show similar fluctuations to the precipitation rate measured by

the snow bags. This is seen to be generally true any differences between

these two measures of the precipitation rate can be ascribed to the longer

times and larger areas over which the precipitation rates deduced from the

snow bags were averaged compared to the slides It can be seen from Fig. 4. 8

that fluctuations in the average mass of the ice particles were generally

more responsible for fluctuations in the precipitation rate than were

fluctuations in the number concentrations of ice particles in the air. This

is illustrated in Fig. 4.9 where the number concentrations and average masses

of ice particles are plotted against the precipitation rate for the period

1645-2200 PST on March 16 1973. This period was chosen because the ice

crystal types remained essentially constant (sheaths dendrites graupel)

Although both the number concentration and average mass show large fluctuations

the average mass shows a tendency to increase with increasing precipitation

rate. The cloud tops on this day were around 2 .3 km (-10C) with a few rising

to 3.7 km (-18C) It appears that during this period the sharp increases

in precipitation produced by the passage of deeper convective clouds resulted

more from the precipitation particles growing larger as a result of their

greater distance of fall through cloud than to a large number of ice crystals

being produced at the colder cloud tops
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TABLE 4 .6

TERMINAL FALL VELOCITIES (IN M S-1) AND MASSES IN mG) FOR

INDIVIDUAL ICE PARTICLES OF VARIOUS TYPES AND SIZES.

DATA FROM LOCATELLI AND HOBBS (1974)

UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE.

Crystal Size Group

Size
(nn)

Lump graupel

Hexgonal graupel

Conical graupel

Lump type graupel-
like

Hexagonal type
graupel-like

Dendrite
unrhned

Dendrite and

densely

Radiating
assemblages of
dendrites unruoed

Radiating
assemblages
dendrites riffled

Sideplanes
unrined

assemblages
individual

rimed

Plates

combination
unrimed

unrlaed

Needles
sheaths (unruaed)
individual
combination

Needles
sheaths, rimed
individual
coobination
aggregates

Plates with
extension, simple

sector-like
rimed

Radiating
assemblages of

side planes,
aulletfl,

Velocity

Mass
particle

Velocity

of
particle

Velocity

of
particle

Velocity

of
particle

Velocity

particle

Velocity

.Kass of
particle

Velocity

of

particle

Velocity

particle

Velocity

of
particle

Velocity

of
particle

Velocity

particle

Velocity

of
particles

Velocity

of
particle

Velocity

particle

Velocity

Mass of
particles

Velocity

Mass of

particles

Velocity

particle

0.2

0.2

0.15

O.OOOOB

0.7

0.00025

0..00015

0.00005

0.07

0.00015

0.0001

0.25-0.5

0.065

0.006

0.6

0.75

0.007

0.65

0.0025

0.35

0.0018

0.0025

0.95

0.002

0.004

0.25

0.002

0.003

0.45

0.5-1.0

0.75

1.1

0.036

0.97

0.035

0.95

0.020

0.0075

0.015

0.0075

0.5

0.015

0.012

0.65

0.0075

1.25

1.5

1.25

0.95

0.025

1.3

0.05

0.020

0.55

0.025

0.75

0.040

0.77

0.025

1.5-2.0

1.75

1.65

1.5

0.250

0.40

0.20

1.0

0.056

0.13

0.05

1.55

0.55

0.45

0.05

1.0

0.10

0.080

0.05

2.5

2.4

2.2

1.45

1.2

0.28

0.090

0.75

1.25

1.3

0.180

1.25

1.25

0.60

0.375

[Zikmunda Vail, 1972)

0.275

[Brown, 1970)

0.85

0.35

1.5

[Zlkn

1.7

[ZI

unda Vali

0.6 [8r

1.17

kniunda Val

19723

1970]

1, 1971]



TABLE 4.7

TERMINAL FALL VELOCITIES (IN M S"1) AND MASSES (IN mG) FOR AGGREGATES OF VARIOUS

TYPES AND SIZES. DATA FROM LOCATELLI AND HOBBS (1974).

Size Group
(mm)

Mean Size
(mm)

Aggregates of
unrimed dendrites
and radiating
assemblages of
dendrites

Aggregates of
rimed dendrites
and radiating
assemblages of
dendrites

Aggregates of
unrimed radiating
assemblages of
sideplanes, plates,
bullets, columns

Aggregates of
unrimed needles
and sheaths and
others

Aggregates of
unrimed sideplanes
sideplanes

Velocity

Mass of
particle

Velocity

Mass of
particle

Velocity

Mass of
particle

Velocity

Mass of
particle

Velocity

Mass of
particle

0-1

0. 5

0.6

0.01

0.45

0.01

0.2

0.02

0.2

0.016

1-2

1. 5

0.85

0.13

0. 85

0.08

0.8

0.08

0.6

0.17

0. 85

0.08

2-4

3.0

0.95

0.35

1.05

0.35

1.1

0.35

1.0

0.65

0.95

0.20

4-6

5.0

1.05

0.65

1.21

0.80

1. 35

0.80

1.35

2.5

1.05

0.40

6-8

7.0

1.11

1. 0

1.32

1.5

1.6

1. 5

1. 5

3. 5

1.06

0.70

8-11

9. 5

1.16

1. 5

1.45

2.8

1.9

1.7

7.0

11-15

13.0

1.22

2. 5

1. 57

5.0

2.3

> 15
(15-17)

16 .0
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The relative contributions of different crystal types to the mass of

ice in the air were also calculated. For this purpose the crystals were

divided into the following three groups:

(a) Graupel and graupel-like crystals.

(b) Crystals which grow at high relative humidities (e.g. needles,

sheaths, dendrites, radiating assemblages of dendrites, sector

plates, side planes).

(c) Bullets, columns, plates and their combinations.

The results for March 16-17, 1973 at Snoqualmie Summit are shown in Fig. 4.10.

It can be seen that graupel and graupel-like crystals and needles, dendrites

and radiating assemblages of dendrites were the main’ contributors to the

mass concentration of ice and that the relative contributions from these

two crystal groups were very closely complementary (i.e. as the contribution

from one group increased that from the other decreased). This is

understandable if graupel particles develop from dendritic-type crystals by

riming. Also shown in Fig. 4. 10 are the contributions which aggregates make

to the mass and number concentration of ice particles in the air. Their

contribution tends to increase with increasing precipitation rate.

In 6 of this report we present data on the relationships between

average mass and number concentrations of ice particles and precipitation

rates for two artificially seeded case studies.

4 5 Evidence for. Wave Motions over the Cascade Mountains from Airborne

Observations

Well-developed lee-waves are not common over the Cascade Mountains,
probably because of their chaotic topography. However, on some occasions

evidence for waves was obtained from temperature measurements aboard the

aircraft. Wave-like oscillations in the air temperature and dew point traces
were most pronounced when the aircraft was flying at a constant pressure
altitude within a temperature inversion which caused an amplification of the

layer temperature oscillations. (Note If the lapse rate in the atmosphere
were adiabatic, there would be no variations in temperature over a constant

pressure surface even in the presence of a lee-wave.

Two examples are shown in Fig. 4.11. in both cases the aircraft was flying
just above the tops of a stratocumulus layer in the vicinity of Hyak and

Easton, near the Cascade crest. The flight level on January 19 was

2.7 km MSL (720 mb) and on January 31 it was 2.4 km MSL (760 mb) The

winds, measured from radiosondes launched from the town of Snoqualmie located
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32 km west of the Cascade crest, were from southwest below the

temperature inversion (which was in the 750 to 700 mb layer) and from the

northwest above the inversion on both days (Fig. 4.12) On January 19

(Fig. 4. 11a) the wavelength was about 6 .5 km and the temperature

oscillations reached peak values of 7C. The wavelength on January 31 was

3.7 km and the temperature fluctuations 3C. Dew point measurements

were also available on January 31 and these showed oscillations which were

almost exactly out of phase with the fluctuations in air temperature. No

clear correlation between the position of the waves and ground topography

was discerned, other than that the waves started near Hyak (at the crest

of the Cascades) and extended downwind over the Yakima River Valley in a

southeasterly direction. (It is possible that the waves which were observed

were Kelvin-Helmholtz waves, however, the wind shear in the inversion layer

does not seem great enough to make this very likely. ) In Fig. 4.13 four

photographs are shown which were taken from the aircraft at different times

on January 19. The wave motion can be discerned in the undulations of the

upper surface of the clouds.
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Fig. 4. 3 Waves in the upper surfaces of the clouds over the Cascade Mountains on January 19 1973.
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SECTION 5

USE OF A VERTICALLY POINTING DOPPLER

RADAR IN THE CASCADE PROJECT

5 .1 Introduction

The development of the Doppler radar system at the University

of Washington has been described by Hobbs e_t_ a3_. (l971a; 1972) and Hobbs

and Weiss (J. Appl. Met. in press) The radar was developed to

provide information on a key parameter in the Cascade Project namely,

the vertical fall speeds of solid precipitation particles. In this

section a brief description is given of the Doppler radar as it was

used in the 1972-73 Cascade Project a simple theoretical framework

for interperting the fall speed data in terms of the modes of growth

of the particles is presented, and the results of some field observations

obtained under natural and artifically needed conditions are described.

5.2 Radar Equipment and Processing

The in-house built pulsed Doppler radar (Fig. 5.1) is a modified

T-9 military radar. The modification consisted of replacing the

original magnetron by a V-82 klystron amplifier to give full coherence.

In order for the Doppler shift to be detected, the frequency of the
Q

oscillator has to be stable to within 1 part in 10 This is

achieved by using an ultra-stable oscillator (STALO) at radio

frequencies and a crystal-controlled oscillator (COHO) at intermediate

frequencies. The unit develops a peak power pulse of 7 kW using a

pulse repetition rate of 4 ,000 Hz with a free-space wavelength of 3.2 cm.

The radar receiving system has some unique features. A quadrature

synchronous detection scheme is used in which two video channels are

separately processed with "box-car" circuits and range gates. The

two resulting audio channels are fed into a pair of wave analyzers

(Hewlett-Packard HP-302A) which are sharply tuned filters with a 7 Hz

bandwidth. These are swept electronically from 20 to 500 Hz (250 Hz

Similar to a method used by the Weather Radar Group at the Air Force

Cambridge Research Laboratories Bedford, Mass.
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for snow) in order to measure Uoppler beats corresponding to particle

speeds from 0.25 to 7 m sec"1. The two analyzers are operated from the

same oscillator and are locked together at the same 7 Hz audio band through-

out the sweep. The two channels -containing the Doppler beats are quadra-

ture detected in order to determine whether the particles are moving toward

or away from the radar. This information is scanned in time and used to

determine upward. or downward particle motions in the spectra measured at

each height.

The radar has 10 range gates. The first range gate can be set at

any height down to about 300 m above the radar. The distance between

the range gates is also variable over the range 120 to 1200 m. The range

gates are scanned sequentially, 5 seconds being required to scan each gate.

The spectra of vertical velocities measured at each level are displayed

in real-time on a storage oscilloscope which displays each of the ten

levels in sequence. The spread of Doppler velocities which can be

recorded in each range gate is determined by a crystal clock in a digitizer,

Returned power signals ranging from 0 to 10 volts which correspond to the

relative intensities of the back-scattered echoes from particles moving

with different vertical speeds are converted to an eleven-bit .binary

number. The twelfth bit is reserved for Doppler sign (i.e. upward or

downward motion) which is suppJied in a separate line. These data flow

continuously into a digitizer core memory (Fig. 5 .2) Information is

withdrawn from the memory in blocks of 1000 data words and recorded on

IBM-compatible magnetic tape in appropriate format. Each record contains

one spectrum of fall speeds from each of the ten range gates.

A considerable amount of software has been developed to handle the

data. Subroutines are available for computing the zero, first and

second-order spectral moments and printing out their average values as

a function of time. Plotting routines have been developed for averaging

any number of spectra and recording the results on a line printer

together with the Doppler sign. A routine is also available for averaging

the first-order spectral moment and plotting these values as a function

of height.
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5 3 Variations in the fall speeds of growing ice particles theoretical

considerations

The Doppler radar provides measurements of the spectrum of vertical

velocities of precipitation particles at a number of different altitudes

The vertical velocity of a particle is the resultant of its terminal

fall speed in still air and the vertical velocity of the air motions. The

terminal fall speed of an ice particle in still air is determined by its

size and nature, and these in turn depend on the mode of growth. Therefore

provided that the vertical air velocities are small compared to the

terminal fall speeds of the particles it is possible, as we shall show

below, to obtain information on the predominant modes of growth of

precipitable ice particles from Doppler radar observations of the rates

of change in their vertical velocities with height In practice, it is

possible to determine when vertical air motions cannot be neglected since

under these conditions the measured vertical velocities of the particles

fluctuate rapidly.

Ice particles can grow by deposition from the vapor phase when the

air is supersaturated with respect to ice by collecting supercooled

water droplet (i.e. riming) when they fall through a mixed cloud, and

by colliding and aggregating with other ice particles. Here we will

consider only the first two processes.

The rate of increase in the mass M of an ice particle growing by

deposition from the vapor phase is given by.

4irCS. fc, T\dM i v. b. 1)

dF f(T ,p) + g(T,p)

where C is the electrostatic capacity of the particle S^ the super-

saturation with respect to a plane ice surface, and f(T,p) and g(T,p)

are known functions of temperature and pressure. We can also write:

IM^^ v ^
where h is the height of the particle above the ground, V the fall speed

s

of the particle in still air and U the steady updraft velocity of the air

(averaged, it necessary, over an appreciable time period in order to

eliminate radom fluctuations)
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The mass M (in gm) and terminal fall speed V (in cm sec of an ice
s

particle are given by

M ar13 (5 3)

and

V c^ (5 .4)

where r (in cm) is the radius of the circumscribed sphere about the

particles and a, b, c and d are constants for a given type of ice particle

over a certain size range. Some empirical values for a, b c and d for

different types of ice particles are listed in Table 5 .1.

For plate-like ice particles we have the additional relationship

(5 .5

Combining (5 .1) (5 .5) yields

b-1
dV 8S. -T" d=b^-

r_s.-) J- d c____ d
dh deposition f(T ,p) + g(T,p) ab (U V s

s
(5 .6)

The Doppler radar measures the velocity V of the particles with respect to

the ground, which is given by

V V U (5 .7)

Provided is small compared to -rr-, the left-hand side of eqn. (5 .6) is
dV

closely equal to -jr-

Eq. (5.6) can be integrated numerically if radiosonde data are used to

determine S. f(T,p) and g(T,p) as functions of height. The terminal

fall speed V of the ice particle can then be evaluated as a functions
of its fall distance h. Values of computed from (5 .6) using

typical radiosonde data over the Casclde Mountains range from 10,000 to

50,000 sec. Since the resolution of velocities with the Doppler

radar is only about 20 cm sec changes in the terminal fall speeds of

ice particles due to growth by deposition will only be detectable after

fall distances of 2 km or more.



TABLE 5.1. Values of a, b, c and d in Eqs. (5.3) and (5 .4) (from Hobbs e^_ aJ_. 1973a)
and Q in Eq. (5 .11 for different types of ice particles

Type of ice particle

Unrimed planar crystals

Lightly to moderately
rimed planar crystals

Graupel

Radius r of
circumscribed sphere

(cm)

r<0.0035
0.0035<r<0.05
0.05 <r

r<0.0073
0.0073<r<0.013
0.013 <r<0.032
0.032 <r

r<0.0073
0.0073<r<0.050
0.050 <r

a

0.430
1.51x10
1. 51x10

0.23
0.23
0.0108
0.0108

0.23
0.23
0 .23

b

3
2
2

2.7
2.7
2
2

2.7
2.7
2.7

c

.1.65x10
608
76 .9

7.18xl04
2.54x10
2 .54x10

210

7 .18xl04
2.54x10

790

d

2
1.01
0.32

1.7
1.02
1.02
0 .3

1.7
1.02
0.63

Q

0. 588
0.314
1.0
1.0

’0.588
0.314

-0.111
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We consider next an ice particle falling through a cloud of super-
cooled droplets and growing by riming only. The vertical air motions are

again assumed to be small compared to the terminal fall speed of the ice

particle. In this case,

dM

dT ^ ^s ^ V /5 -8)

where A is the effective cross-sectional area of the ice particle for

collecting droplets, V^ the fall speed of the droplets (assumed uniform)

E^ the collection efficiency of the ice particle for the droplets and

X the liquid water content of the cloud. Eq. (5 .8) can be transformed

using (5 .2) (5 .4) to yield

b-2
dV TTdE X "d" 2-^

^ -cu^rbr ’ (V^s
d

(5 -9)
riming s

where we have A irr Again, provided -J is small’compared to dv- and Udh dh
is small compared to V the left-hand side of the eqn. (5.9) is closely

dV s
equal to ^- Eq. (5 .9) which probably describes the growth of moderately
to densely rimed particles more accurately than it does lightly rimed

particles can be integrated to give V as a function of height if X and
rIT-t ^

E^ are known. Typical values of -^ range from 330 to 5 ,000 sec. Therefore

increases in terminal fall speed dul to growth by riming should be

detectable with the Doppler radar over fall distances of 200 to 2 ,000 m.

Consequently, they should easily be distinguishable from the much slower

increases in terminal fall speeds produced by depositional growth (Fig. 5 .3)

If V V we have from (5.9)
S Q

dh_ ab c0"1 1

^s ^V V0
(5 .10)

where

Q ^ + 1 (5 .11)
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Fi g. 5.3 Examples of parti cle veloci t ies as a functi on of al t tude
for riming (r) and deposi t ional (D) growth
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If Q 0 then V^ increases linearly with h at a rate determined by the

TrdE cX
magnitude of If Q is negative or positive the variations

of V with h are as shown in Fig. (5 .4) Some theoretical values for Qs

are listed in Table (5.1) Most of our measurements indicate that Q is

either zero or slightly positive.

5 .4 Experimental Observations

We now describe two case studies in which the Doppler radar was

located near the crest of the Cascade Mountains (at Hyak altitude 744 m

above sea level) and measurements were obtained of the spectra of vertical

velocities of ice particles at different altitudes above the ground by

pointing the radar vertically. Simultaneously with these measurements

particles in the clouds above the radar were replicated from our research

aircraft solid precipitation particles reaching the ground were replicated,

and precipitation rates were measured. In the first case study to be

described (December 11, 1972) artificial seeding was carried out during

the period of the radar measurements with the intention of reducing the

terminal fall speeds of the particles over Hyak. In the second case study
(March 15-17 1973) artificial seeding was not carried out.

On December 11 1972 the Doppler radar was operated from 1000 until

1620 Pacific Standard Time (PST) Artificial seeding with 190 grams of

Agl pyrotechnics and 27 kg of "Dry Ice" was carried out from 1349 to 1515

PST from an aircraft which was flying 3050 m above sea level and to and

fro along a line 37 km in length with its center point situated about 10 km

upwind of Hyak. The trajectories of the ice particles which should have

been affected by the seeding were computed using the technique described by

Hobbs ei_ a3_. (1971). This showed that a reduction in the terminal fall

speeds of the particles over Hyak due to the artificial seeding should have

been detected by the radar between about 1424 and 1603 PST.

Fig. 5 .5(a)-(h) show the spectra of vertical velocities of particles

at 10 different altitudes as measured by the Doppler radar, at various

times between 1407 and 1745 PST. During this period all of the measured

velocities were directed toward the radar, that is the particles were

moving downward. At 1407 PST (Fig. 5 .5a) no appreciable changes in vertical

velocity with height were detected by the radar between altitudes of 1300 m

(-10C) to 750 m (-9C) above the radar. Therefore, if the particles between these

levels were growing at all it must have been by deposition. Particles collected
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Porticle velocity (m s’1 )

Fig. 5 4 Vari ations in the fal speeds of ce parti cles growi ng by
rimi ng for three values of the parameter Q defi ned by Eq (5.
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from the aircraft at this time (flying at 2300 m above the height of the radar)

were unrimed plate-like crystals. Starting at about 750 m above the

level of the radar the vertical velocities increased approximately linearly

with increasing fall distance from a mean velocity of about 1 m sec at

750 m to 1. 8 m sec at 300 m (-8C) above the radar (Fig. 5 .5a) This gives

Q;^=0 and dh/ 560 sec. It should be noted that a mean vertical
s

-1
velocity of 1. 8 m sec virtually ensures that the particles were graupel

with dimensions in the mm range (Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974) For these

particles we have from Table 5.1: a 0.23, b 2 .7 c 790 d 0 .63

and the theoretical .value of Q is 0.111. The low value of Q is consistent

with the approximately linear increase of V with h shown by the measure-
s

ments in Fig. 5.5a. Taking Q 0 and dh/ 560 sec the value of

-^ -3 -3
the product E,X is from (5.10) 7.09 x 10 gm cm or 0.7 gm m Since

the collection efficiency E is close to unity for mm-sized particles

interacting with droplets in excess of 10 urn in radius the comparisons

of the experimental observations with the theory given in 5 3 yields
_3

0.7 gm m for the average liquid water content between 750 and 300 m

above the radar. Although we did not have independent measurements of the

liquid water content between 300 and 750 m above the radar on this occasion,
-3

a value of 0.7 gm m is quite reasonable for the liquid water content in

the lower regions of clouds over the Cascade Mountains.

Similar spectra, showing increases in the mean downward directed

vertical velocity with fall distance in the lower layers consistent with

growth by riming, were observed up to 1516 PST (Fig. 5.5b-d) However,

at 1520 and 1530 PST the particles showed no appreciable changes in

vertical velocities with height (Fig. 5.5e, f) and the mean vertical

velocity attained values of only 1 m sec These results indicate that

growth by riming was not taking place at these times. However, by 1540 PST

a growth rate indicative of riming again appeared (Fig. 5.5g) and this was

still present at 1745 PST (Fig. 5 .5h)

Fig. 5 .6 shows the average vertical velocities from 1300 to 1630 PST

on December 11, 1972 determined from the radar, as a function of time at

four different altitudes. Also indicated in the diagram are the times at

which the artificial seeding upwind commenced and terminated, and the

period of time predicted by the trajectory analysis during which the effects
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of this seeding should have affected the precipitable particles over the

radar site. It can be seen that at all four altitudes the average vertical

velocities were significantly lower during the predicted period-of-effect

of seeding than they were either before or after this period.

Further insight into the reasons for the decreases in the vertical

velocities of the particles following seeding can be obtained from Fig. 5 .7

which shows as a function of time the types of ice particles collected

and replicated on the ground at the radar site their degrees of riming,

the precipitation rates and the average vertical velocities of the

particles at 300 m above the observation site as detected by the Doppler

radar. The observations can be divided into the following periods

(a) 1000 1320 PST. During most of this period the precipitation was

very light and consisted of densely rimed snow particles and graupel.

However, during the last twenty minutes the precipitation rate increased

somewhat and unrimed crystals appeared. During this period the precipita-

tion was too light to be detected by the radar.

(b) 1320 1410 PST. The average vertical velocities detected by the

radar at first decreased and then rose to a peak value near 1.7 m sec

as the unrimed crystals were replaced by moderately to densely rimed

particles. The particles collected on the ground around 1407 PST contained

graupel-like snow (which confirms the deduction from the radar data made at

the beginning of this section).

(c) 1410 1600 PST. This period coincides with the time intervals

during which the trajectory analysis indicates that ice particles over

Hyak should have been affected by the artificial seeding. At the beginning

of the period the ice particles reaching the ground decreased in riming and

the average vertical velocity detected by the radar fell sharply. This is

exactly what is to be expected since direct measurements of the terminal

fall speeds of ice particles show that they decrease with decreasing

riming (Locatelli and Hobbs 1974) Toward the end of the period the

average vertical velocity tended to increase, although the ice particles which

were collected on the ground did not show an increase in riming.

(d) 1600 1620 PST. From 1600 to 1620 PST the average vertical velocity

detected by the radar increased and the particles reaching the ground

showed an increase in riming. The radar was turned off at 1620 PST.

The sequence of events described above is in excellent agreement with

the predicted effects of the glaciation of the clouds by the heavy
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artificial seeding, since this should cause a decrease in riming and

therefore reduce the terminal fall speeds of the ice particles. However,

we do not consider the radar evidence alone sufficient to conclude that

the changes in vertical velocities were caused by the artificial seeding.

Such a conclusion can only be arrived at when several physical parameters

show marked changes during the predicted period-of-effect of the seeding

which cannot be explained by natural causes. Several such cases are

described in 6 of this report.

We turn now to radar observations obtained at Hyak from March 15

through 17, 1973. During this three-day period, while an occluded front

passed over the Cascade Mountains a detailed set of airborne’, ground

rawinsonde and radar data was obtained. A description of the dynamics

and microphysics of this frontal system will be described elsewhere

Here we are concerned with a brief description of some of the Doppler

radar data which were obtained.

The Doppler radar was operated continuously from March 15 to 17 1973.

The large quantity of data collected was stored on digital tape for

subsequent detailed analysis. Three examples of the variations with height

of the average vertical velocities of the particles measured with the

Doppler radar on three consecutive hours on March 16 are shown in Fig. 5. 8.

The vertical velocities at each level are average values over one-hour

periods All three sets of measurements show that in the upper layers the

average vertical velocities increased with decreasing height but in the

lower layers there were decreases in the average vertical velocities with

decreasing altitude. The latter was probably due to evaporation below

cloud base which was estimated visually to be 650 m above the radar. During

the period 1650 to 1750 PST (Fig. 5 .8a) the average slope of the curve

between 2. and 1 km was 1250 sec; this indicates that riming

increased in the lower layers. The slopes of the curves about the

"evaporation layer" from 1750 to 1850 PST and 1850 to 1950 PST (Fig. 5. 8b

and c) are also indicative of growth by riming,

In Table 5.2 are listed the variations of the hourly average vertical

velocities with altitude for a period of twenty hours on March 16 and 17 1973,

Where the curves had two distinct slopes both values are given. Also shown

in this Table are the signs of Q, deduced from the experimental data

the types of ice particles collected on the ground, and aircraft



( a ) 1650-1750 PST (b ) 1750- 1850 PST ( c ) 1850-1950 PST

0 2

Average vertical velocity (m s’’)

Fig. 5 .8 Variat ion of average verti cal veloci ties of ce part cles wi th height for
three consecutive hours on March 16 1973
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TABLE 5.2. Vdln.-a of ""’/dv and C [d,-fin..-J by l.q. 5.11] d-rived fr;-n P.-.prlcr r.i.l.ir
mridsurcjcT.’nts the variation-; of the fall speeds of ice particles
rfitli heie.ht dvfr.iy.tfd hourly periods. The tvpris ice particles
collected th<* pround the radar site during each ho\ir listed
in the last column.

Date

March 16, 1973

March 17, 1973

Tine

(PST1

1350-1450

1450-1550

1550-1650

1650-1750

1750-1850

1950-1950

1950-2050

2050-2150

2150-2250

2250-2350

(2350-0050)

0050-0150

0150-0250

0250-0350

0350-0450

0450-0550

0550-0650

0650-0750

0750-0850

0850-0950

;lope ^/dV
(sac)

950 and 12350

2250 and 20200

900

1730 and 300

550

560

1350

1870 and 5400

850

400 and 9000

1360 and 1610

Very large

1570

450

450

510 and 450

1350

3680

640

Q

>0

^3

=2=0

>0

>0

>0

>0

0

>0

=a0

Types of ice particle at ground level

Lightly rimed bullets, plates and columns.

Moderately rimed plates, columns, sections, graupel.

Moderately rimed needles and sheaths. Some graupel.

Moderately to heavily rimed needles and sheaths, graupel; colurjis

and plates. Moderate aggregation.

Moderately to heavily rimed dendrites; heavily rimed sheaths and needles;

graupel.

Moderately to heavily rimed plates and columns; lightly to heavily rimed

sheaths; graupel. Light aggregation.

Moderately to heavily rimed plates and columns; lightly to heavily rimed

sheaths; graupel. Light aggregation.

A few unrimed to heavily rimed dendrites, small graupel; unrimed plates

and columns.

A few heavily rimed dendrites; graupel.

Heavily rimed dendrites and sheaths; graupel; aggregates.

A few heavily rimed stellars;..graupel.

?

Moderately to heavily rimed dendrites; graupel; aggregates.

Light to heavily rimed dendrites; graupel; plates; sector-plates;

aggregation.

Liaht to moderately rimed bullets, plates, sectors; erauoel. aeereaation.

Lightly to moderately rimed dendrites; graupel. Light aggregation.

Lightly to heavily rimed dendrites; graupel and graupel-like snow;

sectors and plates." Light aggregation.

"Heavily rimed dendrites; rimed columns; graupel. Light aggregation.

Heavily rimed dendrites; graupel.

At 1.7 km (~10C) above the radar plate-like and irregular ice particles and few crystals up to 1.5 in size

collected from the aircraft during this period of time. Some of the crystals rimed. The estimated height

of the cloud tops above the radar 2.9 km (-18C).

At 2.3 km (-14C) above the radar plate-like crystals up to 1.5 in size collected from the aircraft during

this period of time. The estimated height of the cloud tops above the radar 2.6 kin (-16C).

At 2 km (-16C) above the radar rimed ice particles up to 1 in size with drops collected from the

aircraft during this period of time. The estimated height of the .cloud tops above the radar 2.3 km (-18C).
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data where it was available. In all cases the crystals collected on tlie

ground were rimed and the slopes of the vertical velocity versus altitude

curves varied from about 400 to 12400 sec. which is in reasonable

agreement with the conclusions arrived at in 5.3.

5.5 Conclusions

In this section we have presented some results from what we believe

to be the first field study of ice particle growth processes using a

Doppler radar. It has been shown that, provided vertical air motions are

not too large measurements of the spectra of vertical velocities of ice

particles at different altitudes with a Doppler radar can be used to

distinguish between growth by riming and growth by deposition from the

vapor phase.
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SECTION 6

STUDIES OF ARTIFICIAL SEEDING

In previous reports (Hobbs e_t_ aJ_. 1970 1971a, 1972) we have described

in detail the theoretical basis underlying our seeding efforts in the

Cascade Project the methods by which the seeding is carried out and the

data are evaluated, a number of detailed case studies of seeding, and, in

the last report (Hobbs et al. 1972) an overall evaluation of the effects

of seeding was given.

In this section we described the most important observations on

artificial seeding which were obtained in the 1972-73 Cascade Project.

These include studies of the areal spread of clouds glaciated by artificial

seeding and three case studies in which the effects of artificial seeding

on clouds’, and on precipitation in our small predetermined target area,

were clearly documented. Finally, some additional remarks are made on the

effects of artificial seeding which supplement those made in 6 of Res. Rpt

VII (Hobbs e^ a3_. 1972)

6 .1 Areal Spread of Clouds Glaciated by Seeding

The seeding rates used in the Cascade Project were generally such that

the clouds were glaciated at least in their upper regions. The region of

glaciated cloud clould generally be easily seen from the aircraft flying

above the clouds. This allowed fairly accurate tracking of the drift of

the glaciated clouds and changes in their areal extent with time could be

.measured.

On January 31 1973 artificial seeding was carried out over the

Cascade Mountains from 1449 to 1515 PST using Agl flares attached to the

aircraft. A total of 90 gm of Agl was dispersed during this period over
2 -2 -1

an area of 144 km that is 0.024 g km min Seeding was carried out

just above a stratocumulus deck the top of which was at -12C and confined

by an inversion at 2 .4 km. Glaciation of the clouds was first detected

visually at 1520 PST, near the downwind portion of the seeded area The

glaciated area moved ESE at about 20 knots (37 km hr ’) as shown in Fig. 6 .1.

Winds measured by a rawinsonde launched at 1523 PST from North Bend are



(True)
N

North Bend Radiosonde (1523 PST)

1.8 km
2.1
2.4
2.8

232/
2440/ 9.5
273/ 8.5
289/9.5

m s~1

North Bend

’Seattle

KEY
AAAA Seeded area (1449- 1515 PST)

Observed boundary of glaciated cloud
at:

1520-1525 PST
1538 PST-- 1552 PST

Cle Elum

Fig. 6. Visual observations of movement of glaciated cloud tops on January 31 1973
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shown in Fig. 6 .1. In Fig. 6 .2 the area of glaciated cicud seen from the

aircraft is plotted against time (measured from the first appearance of

glacial ion) The time required for the glaciated area to grow to twice the

area of cloud that was initially seeded was 45 minutec

A similar set of measurements to those described abcve were obtained

on January 19 1973. These are described below as part of a mora detailed

description of a case study of seeding.

6.2 Three Case Studies of the Effects of Artificial Seeding

6 .2 .1 January 19 1973

(a) Synoptic Situation

On January 19 1973 a low-pressure system from the southwest formed

over the western part of the State of Washington This resulted in isolated

instability showers in the lowlands and semi-continuous orographic snowfall

in the Cascade Mountains during the afternoon cf January 1, 1973.

Temperatures in the lowlands on both sides of the Cascades were about 6C

but in the Cascades they were below freezing. Winds were generally

southwesterly (Fig. 6 .3) At. 500 mb a weak ridge was over the area, the

upper trough having passed through during the morning. Clouds over the

Cascades were generally cumulus with stratified tops. Fig. 6 .4 shows a

time cross-section, covering the period of interest based on rawinsondes

launched from Quillayute, Washington.

(b) Airborne Observations and Artificial Seeding

The period of the research flight was from 1206 to 1651 PST which

was between major frontal passages (in Fig. 6 .4) The flight route is

shown in Figs. 6 .5 and 6.6 and a sketch of the cloud conditions over the

Cascades as observed on the first leg of the flight, is shown in Fig. 6 .7

A deck of stratocumulus clouds was present over the Cascades with tops. at

about 2.7 km where there was a fairly strong temperature inversion The

cloud particles collected on the CPS are listed in Table 6 ,1 where it can

be seen that prior to artificial seeding the clouds consisted primarily
-3

of supercooled water droplets with liquid water content averaging 0.2 g m

A few irregular, rimed ice particles were also collected. Optical effects

(glories) observed from the aircraft confirmed that the clouds consisted

mainly of liquid water.

The "simply’’ particle trajectory model (Hcbbs et al. 1972) was used
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Fig. 6.3 Surface synopti c condi tions at 1300 PST on January 19, 1973.
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Fi g. 6.^ Time cross-sect ion based on rawi nsondes launched from Qui layute Wash ington between January
18 and 20 1973. Hours refer to Paci fi c Standard Time. Temperatures and dew poi nts in
degrees Celci us
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Fig. 6.5 Sketch of fl ight route from 206 to 445 PST on January 19, 1973. The symbol s Q etc. give
the pos t ion of CPS run number etc. Four fi gure numbers gi ve local t ime.
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Fi g. 6.6 Sketch of^ fl ight route from ^50 to 1639 PST on January 19, 1973. The symbol (C) etc. gives

the pos t ion of CPS run number etc Four figure numbers give local t ime.
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(in C) and wi nds shown on right hand side are from rawi nsonde launched from Snoqualmie
at 322 PST.
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TABLE 6. 1

SUMMARY OF CLOUD PARTICLES COLLECTED WITH CONTINUOUS

PARTICLE SAMPLER ON JANUARY 19, 1973

(See Figs 6.5 6 .7 for position and time of each run.

Run
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

15

20

23

Water Drops
Diameter

(pm)

10-15
Occasionally

50.

10-30

10-60

10-60

5-60

10-100

10-120

5-65

10-50

5-40

5-55

Occasionally
150.

8-35

8-35

15-150

(Mainly
20-35)

Concen-
tration
(cm"3)

95-190

13-34

37-73

72-135

55-120

3-25

3-27

Up to
280.

14-47

8-24

143-290

S T A R T
2-19

4-4

50-100

Ice Particles
Type S Maximum

Dimension
(pm)

Two pieces of
irregular ice
only. 45-80.

One irregular
piece of ice.
160.

Some irregular ice
at end of run.
50-150.

O F S E E D I N G

Hexagonal plates,
plate-like frag-
ments, occasional
branched arms and
columns. 50-250.

Irregular rimed
ice, some stellar
arms, one 1000 pm
rimed aggregate.
Mainly 200-400.

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0. 0002

0.0001

0.0003

0.6-3

0. 08-0.4

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

>104:!

>104:!

>104:!

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All ice.

500:1
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TABLE 6.1 (cont. )

Run
No.

24

25

26

27

28A

28B

29

30

31

32

Water Drops
Diameter

(Pm)

10-60

(Mainly
20-30)

7-50
(Isolated 150)

10-50
(Isolated to
80)

10-50

15-40
(One patch
of data
only)

8-50
(Occasionally
to 80)

10-65
(Occasionally
to 80)

5-60
(Occasionally
to 80)

Concen-
tration
(cm"3)

55-100

140-210

68-136

1. 5-6

10-80

135-235

80-200

220-370

Ice Particles
Type 6 Maximum

Dimension
(ym)

Irregular frag-
ments. 50-100.

Plate-like frag-
ments one 500 urn
stellar. Mainly
50-100.

Stellars from 300
to 600 ^m, some
double crystals
with drop centers.
Hexagonal plates,
sectored and
broad-branched
crystals. Many
fragments. Occas-
ional aggregates
or shattered
larger crystals.
100-1200.

Hexagonal plates,
plate-like frag-
ments. 80-300.

Concen-
tration
(cm~3)

0. 2-0.75

0.14-0. 4

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

All drops.

All ice.

All drops.

All ice.

All.drops.

80:1

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.
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to predict the region over which artificial seeding should be carried out

in order to affect precipitation on the ground in the target area; the

observed crystal types reaching the ground and the 0940 PST rawinsonde from
9

Snoqualjnie were used as input data. The seeded area (200 km ) is shown in

Fig. 6. 7 and seeding was carried out there, with the aircraft flying in

the cloud top at 2.7 km, from 1328 to 1445 PST. During this period five

64 gm and six 80 gm of silver iodide pyrotechnics attached to the aircraft

were ignited and 91 kg of Dry Ice were dispersed at a rate of 0. 5 kg km

The seeded track shown in Fig. 6.5 was traversed 4-1/2 times while seeding.

Visual indications that the clouds were glaciated were first observed from

the aircraft at 1411 PST and at this same time CPS run 20 confirmed that

the cloud tops were completely glaciated, consisting of plate-like crystals

50 to 250 pm in diameter and some columns (Table 6.1 ).

After seeding was completed a search was made for the area of affected

cloud. This was located visually at 1455 PST and the aircraft descended

into this region of cloud. Fig. 6. 8 shows the liquid water content, ice

particle concentrations (from the University of Washington’s automatic

optical ice particle counter) and the location of the corresponding CPS

runs, along a 7.4 km traverse through the seeded clouds. It can be seen

that glaciated regions (CPS runs 25 and 27) alternated with regions of

liquid water (CPS run 26). CPS run 27 (made at 1458 PST) showed that the

ice particles were mainly plate-like fragments 50 to 100 urn in size.

For the next hour or so the area of seeded cloud was readily visible

from the aircraft (Fig. 6.9) and was tracked visually for some 35 km

downwind. The beginning of CPS run 28 (shown as run 28A in Table 6.1)

which started’ at 1511 PST, was made just south of the glaciated area and

the cloud there consisted entirely of water drops 10 to 80 pm in diameter.

However, during CPS run 28 the southern edge of the seeded area was

penetrated and the latter part of this run (shown as run 28B in Table 6. 1)

was taken in the seeded area. Here the cloud consisted mainly of ice

(stellars, double crystals with drop centers, hexagonal plates, sectored

and broad-branched crystals) but there were some patches of cloud which

consisted mainly of droplets. The variability of the ice content in this

region is seen more clearly in Fig. 6.8(b).

The position and areal extent of the region of cloud affected by the

artificial seeding (as observed visibly from the aircraft) were carefully
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Fig 6. 8 (a) Measurements obtained from an ai rcraft penetrat ion through
seeded clouds on January 19, 1973. Note that the gl aciated region
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Fig. 6.9 Photographs taken from the ai rcraft showi ng the area of cloud glaciated by arti fi ci al
seedi ng (foreground in a, b and c) on January 19 1973 A sub-sun can be seen in (a)
and (c) The same region photographed 38 mi nutes after (c) and after the effects of
seeding had disappeared is shown in (d)
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monitored and are shown at various times in Fig. 6. 10. As it drifted east

over the Cascade crest the seeded area at first expanded reached a

maximum in areal extent between 1520 and 1530 PST, and then contracted

when it appeared to be trapped on the northern side of the Yakima River

Valley around 1610 PST. Between 1430 and 1615 PST, the upwind edge of

the glaciated clouds moved at about 28 km hour compared to the mean wind

speed of 26 to 35 km hour at cloud levels (Fig. .6.11) After about 1610

PST the clouds reverted to their original supercooled state (Fig. 6 .9d and

Table 6.1) and no further effects of seeding were detected from the aircraft

(c) Trajectories of Precipitation Particles

The trajectories of the solid precipitation particles which were

collected at Keechelus Dam and Kachess Dam between 1415 and 1530 PST on

January 19, 1973, were computed using the "simple" particle trajectory

model (Hobbs et al. 1972) and are shown in Fig. 6.12 Also shown in this

figure is the area over which the seeding was carried out and the computed

drift of the seeded material after 30 minutes based on the winds at 2.7

and 2.1 km. It can be seen from these results that precipitation in the

target area should have been affected by the seeding.

(d) Ground Observations

Light snowfall occurred at the four manned ground stations in the

target area throughout the day. The precipitation rates, types of crystals

and degrees of riming at each of the four stations are shown in Fig. 6.13.

The predicted periods-of-effect (PPE) of the artificial seeding on

precipitation at the ground stations are also shown in Fig. 6.13. Prior to

seeding, the same types of ice particles (graupel, densely rimed dendrites

and stellars) were falling at all four stations (Fig. 6.14a, b) Following

seeding a notable change in precipitation occurred at Kachess Dam where

riming decreased significantly during the PPE and at 1415 PST aggregates of

unrimed to moderately rimed dendrites and stellars (Fig. 6. 14c) began to

fall for the first time during the day (Fig. 6. 13) Also double crystals

with droplet centers fell at Kachess Dam (Fig. 6.14d) These changes were

accompanied by an increase in the precipitation rate which reached a peak

value ten times greater than that prior to seeding before it began to

decline and return to the pre-seeded rate some seventy minutes later. The

period of these changes in precipitation coincided almost exactly with the

predicted period-of-effect of seeding at Kachess Dam, (Fig. 6.13)
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Fig. 6. Visual ly observed posi tion of the upwind edge of glaci ated cloud on
January 19, 1973. Average speed of movement of glaci ated cloud was
28 km hour"1.
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( C ) ( d )

Fig 6. 1’4 Crystals repl icated at Kachess Dam on January 19 igy^. (a) Densely rimed dendri tes at 101 7 PST. (b) Graupet
at 1030 PST (c) Unrimed ste1 1ars at 500 PST. (d) Double crystal wi th droplet center at 1^8 PST. Scaled ine
on each photograph represents 0.25 mm.
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At Keechelus Dam the appearance of aggregates during the PPE distinguished

the post-seeding period from the pre-seeding period, however, there was no

increase in precipitation rate.

At Hyak some aggregates and double crystals with drop centers appeared

during the PPE but these types of crystals had also appeared earlier in the

day (Fig. 6. 13) The precipitation rate at Hyak increased slightly during

the PPE.

At Snoqualmie Pass aggregates also appeared around 1400 PST and the

precipitation rate increased for an hour or so, however, there was no

decrease in riming at this station following seeding.

The concentrations of silver in snow samples collected at Kachess Dam,

Hyak and Snoqualmie Pass are shown in Fig. 6.15 At both Kachess Dam and

Snoquatmie Pass the silver content only rose above the detection threshold

during the PPE when it reached unusually high values. Moreover, the times

during which the silver content reached peak values are in excellent

agreement with the peak in precipitation at these two stations.

As an additional aid in elucidating the possible effects of artificial

seeding on precipitation at the ground stations, the number and mass

concentrations and the average masses of the ice particles reaching each of

the four stations throughout the day were deduced from the slide replicas

as described in 4.4. These results (Fig. 6.16) reveal that the shower

which occurred at Kachess Dam between about 1430 and 1530 PST and during the

PPE was unique in that the increase in precipitation rate was due primarily

to an increase in the number concentrations of ice particles rather than

their average mass. This is exactly what is to be expected if the increase

in snowfall was caused by the heavy artificial seeding carried out upwind.

In the shower which occurred prior to seeding, between 1015 and 1100 PST,

the increase in precipitation was due primarily to an increase in the average

mass of the ice particles. The same is true for all the other showers

which occurred at the ground stations on this day (Fig. 6.16 (Similar

measurements made on March 16-17, 1973, also showed that natural increases

in precipitation were due primarily to increases in the average mass of

snow crystals rather than to increases in their number concentration see

4. 4.4. )

Size spectra for five different ice crystals types collected from the

aircraft in the seeded cloud, and at Kachess Dam from 1415 to 1500 PST,
are shown in Fig. 6. 17. The dominant crystals in the seeded clouds were
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stellars and crystals with broad branches which had diameters from about

200 to 800 \im. On the ground at Kachess Dam these same crystals ranged

from 200 to 1900 pm in diameter.

The variations with time of three different crystal types and the

contributions from aggregates at Kachess Dam on January 19, 1973, are shown

in Fig. 6.18. The increase in precipitation during the PEE was due mainly

to an increase in needles, dendrites and radiating assemblages of dendrites

while graupel.particles fell off sharply, as is to be expected if the.

increase in precipitation was due to the seeding. The contribution which

aggregates made to the snowfall at Kachess Dam increased significantly

during the PPE. This was no doubt a consequence of the sharp increase in

the number concentration of crystals produced by seeding.

(e) Summary and conclusions

It is concluded from the results described above that the nearly

10-fold increase in precipitation rate which occurred at Kachess Dam

between about 1415 and 1500 PST, and possibly the 2-1/2-fold increase in

precipitation at Snoqualmie Pass which occurred at about 1430 PST, were due

to the artificial seeding which was carried out from the aircraft between

1328 and 1445 PST. This conclusion is based on the following facts

(i) The clouds glaciated by the seeding were clearly visible from the

aircraft and they were observed to drift toward Kachess .Dam after seeding

(Fig. 6. 10)

(ii) The trajectories of the snow crystals which reached the ground at

Kachess Dam between 1415 and 1500 PST were computed and found to intercept

the area of clouds modified by the artificial seeding (Fig. 6. 12) The

predicted period-of-effect (PPE) of the artificial seeding on precipitation

at Kachess Dam was 1410 and 1550 PST.

(iii) A significant increase in precipitation occurred at Kachess Dam

between 1415 and 1530 PST, and at Snoqualmie Pass between 1330 and 1430 PST

(Fig. 6. 13)

(iv) During the period of increased precipitation, the concentrations of

silver in the snow collected at Snoqualmie Pass and Kachess Dam rose to

values of more than 5 and 3 times greater, respectively, than the detection

threshold concentrations (Fig. 6. 15)

(v) During the period 1415 to 1530 PST the crystals at Kachess Dam showed

a sharp decrease in riming and graupel particles, which had been falling
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throughout the day, did not fall for about twenty minutes At 1417 PST

aggregates of moderately to lightly rimed dendrites and stellars and

double crystals with droplet centers began to fall for the first time

during the day at Kachess Dam (Figs. 6. 13 and 6 14)

During the period of increased precipitation at Snoqualmie Pass the

crystals were aggregated for the first time during the day (Fig. 6.13)

(vi) The increase in precipitation rate at Kachess Dam during the PPE

was caused almost entirely by an increase in the number concentration of

ice particles whereas the shower which occurred earlier in the day at

Kachess Dam, and all other showers at the ground stations on this day

were caused primarily by an increase in the average masses of the snow

crystals.

6.2.2 March 27 1973

(a) Synoptic Situation

Mild temperatures and isolated instability showers were typical of

the surface conditions in Western Washington on March 27 1973. The synoptic

map for 1300 PST is shown in Fig. 6.19 at the 500 mb level there was a

northwesterly flow over Washington. A time cross-section from March 26 to

29 drawn from 12-hourly radiosondes launched from Quillayute is shown in

Fig. 6 .20. During this period the weather over the Pacific Northwest was

generally improving as a surface high-pressure area, and a corresponding

upper-level ridge moved in from the west

In the Cascade Mountains temperatures were near freezing and

precipitation was light and infrequent coming from cumulus-type clouds

with tops from 3 to 3. 3 km.

(b) Airborne Observations and Artificial Seeding

The B-23 aircraft took off from Paine Field, Seattle at 1145 PST on

March 27 and flew southeast to the target area in the Cascade Mountains

(Fig. 6.21) This was one of the rare winter days over the Cascade when

convective activity produced well-defined single cumulus clouds without

extensive lower-level clouds (Figs 6 .22 and 6.23a) Natural glaciation was

occurring in some of the older towers (see Table 6.2) The younger towers

consisted mainly of water droplets with liquid water contents reaching

1 g m~3; coronas and glories (indicating liquid water) were observed in

these clouds. However, even in these clouds ice particles (stellars

hexagonal plates and irregular rimed particles) were often detected

(Table 6.2) and weak sub-suns (indicating ice) were seen in some of the
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Fig. 6. 19 Surface synopt c cond tions at 300 PST on March 27 1973.



Fig. 6 .20 Time cross-sect ion based on rawinsondes launched for Qui layute Washi ngton between March 26 and
29, 1973. Hours refer to Paci fic Standard Time. Temperatures and dew poi nts n degrees Cel s ius
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gl aci ated stratus between seeded cumul us clouds
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TABLE 6 .2

SUMMARY OF CLOUD PARTICLES COLLECTED WITH CONTINUOUS

PARTICLE SAMPLER ON MARCH 27 1973

(see Fig. 6.21 for-position o’f runs. )

Run
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Water Drops
Diameter

(urn)

10-80
Cumulus top

20-70

10-150
Cumulus top
(Metal foil sam]
concentrations

5-20

Ice fall.

(Metal foil samp
trations of 0.^

5-20

(Metal foil samp

5-100

First seeded
cloud (CPS
run taken
before
seeding)

10-120

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

170-400

0.8-4

120-230

aler showed
of 0.03 lit

0-35
Patches.

3ler showed
+5 liter-1.

Up to 60.

aler showed

135-240

270-540

Ice Particles
Type S Maximum

Dimension
(pm)

Heavily rimed ice.
Frozen drops in
groups. 200-
2000.

Irregular rimed
ice. 100-250.

graupel particles 0.
er-1.
Shattered stellars
and dendrites,
smaller fragments,
aggregates. Slight
riming. 200-2500.

faint imprints <0. 3

Dendrites and frag-
ments, some aggre-
gates and riming.
200-2000.

no imprints. )

Rimed irregular
ice dendrite parts.
100-500.

Rimed dendrites,
irregular ice and
fragments. 100-.
2000.

Heavily rimed
irregular ice and
frozen drops in
groups. 300-800.

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.4-1.0

0.7 liter-1

5-1 mm in diame

0.07

mm in diameter

0.07

0.45 liter-1

0.35

0.13-0.7

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

All drops.

2 :1

>1000:1

ter and in

Mainly all ice.

in concen-

Mainly all ice.

>104:!

>1000:1
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TABLE 6. 2 (cont.

Run
No.

9

10

11 A

11B

12A

12B

13

14

15

Water Drops
Diameter

(pm)

10-50

15-40

15-50

10-60

(Metal foil sam]
concentrations

10-30

8-30

15-40

Concen-
trat ion
(cm~3)

70-130

150-200

50-110

100-210

3ler showed
of 0. 5 life

70-135

32-130

16-52

Ice Particles
Type S Maximum

Dimension
(ym)

Occasional rimed
aggregates and
irregular ice.
Some plate-like
ice. 100-600.

Occasional rimed
irregular ice and
frozen drops in
groups, one 550 pm
stellar. 50-300.

Occasional rimed
irregular ice and
frozen drops.
50-550.

Irregular rimed
ice and frozen
drops. 50-600.

Plate-like frag-
ments, some intact
stellars and hexa-
gonal plates. 100-
700.

faint imprints 0.25-
r-1. )

Plate-like frag-
ments and aggre-
gates. 200-2000.

Samll irregular
ice, stellars to
800 pm, one rimed
plate with exten-
sions (1200 ym).
200-1200.

Plate-like and
irregular ice.
Some hexagonal
plates to 250 urn.
Some riming. 100-
800.

Heavily rimed ice,
mainly irregular.
Some stellar-like
(600 urn). 80-800.

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.1

0. 05-0.1

0. 02-0.04

0. 02-0. 04

0. 04

0. 5 mm in diam

0.07-0.15

0. 018

0.4-1.66

0.2-2

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

1000:1

>1000:1

>1000:1

>1000:1

All ice.

eter in

All ice.

Mainly all ice,
last part.
>1000:1

100:1
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|
TABLE 6.2 (cont. )

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Run
No.

16A

16B

17

18

19

21

Water Drops
Diameter

(pm)

15-50

10-50

(Metal foil sam]
concentrations of 0.12 liter"!. )

8-60

10-100

10-30
(Last part of
run only in
orographic
cloud over
Hyak-ridge)

(Metal foil sampler at start of run showed no imprints. At end of run is
showed a high density of ice crystals 0.2-1. 5 mm in diameter in concen-
trations of 0.64 liter" and graupel 1 mm in diameter in .concentrations of
0.01 liter-1. )

NOTE; Last par-

15-150

(Metal foil sam]
trations. of 0.003 liter"’1. ))

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)
45-74

7-38

aler showed faint ice imprints 0.2-0.7 mm in diameter in

120-200

77-300

77-150

of run was

95-240

sler showed

Ice Particles
Type Maximum

Dimension
(urn)

Rimed irregular ice,
frozen drops and
stellar parts.
50-600.

Rimed irregular
ice, stellars and
plates, frozen
drops and aggre-
gates. 200-1500.

Rimed irregular
and stellar-like
ice. One 700 urn
stellar, slightly
rimed. Frozen
drops. 150-800.

Irregular rimed
ice, groups of
frozen drops.
80-700.

Stellars, sectors,
plates, some frag-
mented Some
shattered larger
crystals or aggre-
gates. Some double
crystals. Some
riming in last part.
400-2000.

probably in artifici

Ireggular rimed
ice and frozen drops
one stellar of
700 pm. 50-1000.

isolated ice to 0.3 m

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.075-0.3

0.4-1. 5

0.04-0.8

0.08-0.4

0. 08-1.5

ally seeded cloud.

0.02-0.3

m in diamete

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

300:1

20:1

500:1

All ice at
first. 1000:1
in last part
of run.

>1000:1

r in concen-
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TABLE 6.2 (cont.

Run
Nn

22

23

24

25

26

Water Drops
Diameter

(pm)

8-100

(Metal foil sampler showed graupei to 0. 5 mm in
of 0.025 liter"1. Last part of run showed small ice particles <0.3 mm in
diameter in concentrations of 0. 025 liter"!. )

10-40

10-50

8-60
Cumulus top.

6-50

Cumulus.

Concen-
tration
(cm"3)

150-300

16-120

Up to
200.

93-185
Patchy.

400-650

Ice Particles
Type & Maximum

Dimension
(ym)

Irregular rimed ice
and frozen drops
in groups. 100-800.

Irregular and
plate-like ice.
Hexagonal plates
(80-300 pm). Some
riming and aggre-
gates. 80-800.

Plate-like frag-
ments irregu-
lar ice, some
riming. Sectors,
stellars (to
800 pm), aggre-
gates of stellars.
100-1500.

One 300 urn plate-
like fragment.

Concen-
tration
(cm"3)

0.01-0. 08

diameter in concentrations

M). 05

0.1-0.4

^0.1 liter-!

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

>104:!

>1000:1

>1000:1

>105:!

All drops.
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lower patches of stratus. These patches might well have been the remnants

of older cumulus towers, and some of this ice could have been ingested by

younger, growing cumulus towers.

Individual growing cumulus towers, with top ranging from 2.9 to

3. 5 km (typical cloud top temperature was -14C but the lowest was -17C)

were each seeded with a 100 gm silver iodide pyrotechnic flare. These

flares were released into the top of the clouds from the aircraft and

the silver iodide was then dispersed during the first 1. 5 km of fall.

The first period of seeding was carried out northwest and upwind of Hyak

in area 1 shown in Fig. 6.21 (except flare 9 which was released in area 2).

This period of seeding started at 1234 PST and finished at 1254 PST after

silver iodide pyrotechnics had been dropped into nine cumulus towers. A

further 17 growing cumulus towers were each seeded with a 100 gm

pyrotechnic flare between 1324 and 1423 PST in areas 3 through 6 shown

in Fig. 6.21. Since generally only one pass was made through each cumulus

tower, the conditions of the clouds as recorded by the CPS are generally

representative of the unseeded clouds. It can be seen from Table 6.2

that water generally dominated over ice prior to seeding, but there are

a few exceptions which are discussed below.

The artificially seeded clouds all showed visible evidence of high

ice particle concentrations at maturity (Fig. 6.23b) and snow showers

heavy enough to obscure the ground, were seen to develop in many of them

(Fig. 6.23 c) The areas affected by seeding appeared to become more stable

with time and formed layers of glaciated stratus which filled in the areas

between the growing cumulus (Fig. 6.23d) The snow showers appeared to

develop at several different levels within a seeded cloud.

Following seeding ’the aircraft made a pass at 3 km through a band

of cumulus towers embedded in layer clouds which were situated just downwind

of the seeded areas and just west of Hyak (Fig. 6.21) These clouds were

no doubt affected by the artificial seeding. The result was CPS run 19

shown in Table 6.2 in which high concentrations of regular unrimed stellars

sectored crystals and plates were collected during the first part of the

run.

Fig. 6.24 (a) shows simultaneous airborne measurements in an unseeded

cumulus cloud. The liquid water content reached a peak value of
_3

0.5 g m and a small pocket of ice particles in concentrations of
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0. 2 liter was detected by the automatic optical ice particle counter.

CPS run 6 (Table 6. 2) which was taken during this pass, verifies these

measurements. The turbulence reached a peak value at the same time as the

liquid water and ice content peaked. A downdraft of about 4 m s was

measured in this region of the cloud, therefore it was probably decaying.

Fig. 6.24b-d show airborne measurements in three cumulus towers which

had been previously artificially seeded. The results in Fig. 6 .24b show
_3

liquid water contents rising to 0.25 g m and ice particle concentrations

up to 5 liter CPS run 16, which was made during this pass shows that

during the first leg of this run the ratio of the concentrations of water

drops to ice particles was about 300, but during the second leg of the

run this ratio fell to 20. (The concentrations of ice particles detected

by the CPS are considerably higher than the concentrations detected by the

automatic optical ice particle counter because the latter only detected

ice particles in excess of a certain size. Fig. 6.24c shows peak ice

particle concentrations of about 5 liter detected by the automatic ice
-3particle counter, while the liquid content did not rise above 0.2 g m

The vertical velocity showed rapid fluctuations varying between strong

updrafts and downdrafts. Finally, Fig. 6.24d shows measurements made at

about the same time as CPS run 19 which has been mentioned previously.

During the first part of this penetration the liquid water content was
_3

less than 0.25 g m while the concentration of ice particles detected

by the automatic ice particle counter rose to 10 liter As the

penetration of the cloud continued, the liquid water content increased to
-3

a peak value of 0.75 g m while the concentration of ice particles

fluctuated sharply but generally remained high. CPS run 19 and the metal

foil sampler (FS) confirmed the presence of high concentrations of ice

particles. The vertical velocities fluctuated rapidly between updrafts

and downdrafts.

(c) Ground Observations

The only precipitation recorded during the day at our ground stations

was at Snoqualmie Pass, Hyak and Teanaway (Fig. 6..25) Details of the snow

crystals which fell at Snoqualmie Pass and Hyak are indicated in Fig. 6.26

Due to melting, only graupel particles could be identified at Hyak.

Since individual cumulus clouds in different locations were seeded over

a considerable period of time, no attempt was made to compute a predicted



Fig 6.25 Diagram showing relative pos itions of ground stations and hourly preci pi tat ion rates (scale 0

to n mm of water per hour) on March 2.7 1973
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period-of-effect of seeding. However, shown in Fig. 6.26 are the two time

periods during which seeding was carried out just upwind of Snoqualmie

Pass and Hyak.

Prior to seeding a few graupel particles fell at Hyak but the

precipitation rate was too small to be recorded. At Snoqualmie Pass the

precipitation was light but steady during the morning with graupel and

heavily rimed dendrites and stellars; aggregation was light. Commencing
sometime between 1230 and 1245 PST (the snow bags were changed every

15 minutes) the first measurable precipitation of the day fell at Hyak in

the form of a substantial snow shower which persisted until 1300 PST. No

further precipitation fell until 1400 PST when another shower started which

persisted until 1445 PST. A third snow shower occurred at Hyak between

1500 and 1530 PST. In view of the fact that snow showers were observed

from the ground to be initiated in the artificially seeded clouds, and

these clouds were also observed to drift in the direction of Hyak, the

close correspondence between the snow showers at Hyak and the two periods

when artificial seeding was carried out (see Fig. 6.26) suggests that the

showers were produced by the seeding. In this case, ice particles produced

by the seeding must have rimed during their fall to reach the ground as

graupel at Hyak. Strong supporting evidence that the shower which occurred

at Hyak from 1400 to 1445 PST was associated with the silver iodide seeding

is provided by the freezing behavior of drops formed from the snow samples

collected at Hyak (Fig. 6.27) Around 1400 PST the concentration of

freezing nuclei in the snow collected at Hyak were significantly higher than

at other times during the day. That this was due to silver iodide in the

snow is clearly seen from Fig. 6. 28. which shows that during this same period
the concentration of silver in the snow rose to a value 100 times greater

than the detection threshold (0.3 x 10" g ml" ) which is rarely exceeded

in the Cascades under normal conditions.

A snow shower also occurred at Snoqualmie Pass during the first period

of seeding (Fig. 6. 26) Even more significantly, however, during the second

period of seeding graupel ceased to fall at Snoqualmie Pass and was replaced

for about 45 minutes by predominately aggregates of unrimed stellars and

dendrites (Fig. 6.29a,b) Some double crystals connected by frozen drops at

their centers (Fig. 6.29c) were also collected. Toward the end of the

seeding period, graupel-like snow appeared (Fig. 6.29d) During the remainder
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ce parti cles whi ch reached Snoqualmie Pass on March 2.7 1973. (a) Aggregate of unrimed stel lars
col lected at 1356 PST. (b) Detai from same. aggregate as in (a) (c) Detai of aggregate whi ch

fel at 1^t0^ PST. An unrimed broad-branched crystal wi th a drop at ts center can be seen (d)
Aggregate whi ch fel at 1^35 PST showi ng graupel-l ke snow.
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of the afternoon very li’ght snowfalls of graupel particles occurred.

The above observations provide strong evidence that the snow which

reached the ground at Snoqualmie Pass from 1350 to 1430 PST was affected

by the heavy artificial seeding carried out just upwind between 1324 and

1423 PST. As further confirmation for this conclusion we show in Fig. 6.30

the results of drop freezing measurements on snow samples collected at

Snoqualmie Pass on March 27. The snow collected during both of the two

periods of artificial seeding contained unusually high concentrations of

freezing nuclei effective at -10C and -15C, as evidenced by the number

of drops which froze at these two temperatures. This was probably due to

the silver iodide they contained, unfortunately the quantity of snow

collected at Snoqualmie Pass were insufficient to carry out silver analysis.

Application of particle trajectory analysis is difficult for this day

since a number of isolated cumulus clouds were seeded. However, computed

trajectories for slow and fast-falling aggregates of unrimed stellars

which were observed at Snoqualmie Pass during this record period of seeding,

are shown in Fig. 6. 31. These crystals originated within the area that was

seeded between 1324 and 1423 PST. Fig. 6. 32 shows a vertical cross-section

passing through Snoqualmie Pass which illustrates the coincidence of the

area seeded between 1324 and 1423 PST with the diffusional growth layer

for stellars and the trajectories of aggregates of unrimed stellars. The

layer between 2.7 and 3 km, and situated 1.5 to 1. 6 km west of Snoqualmie

Pass, is the most likely region when artificial modification occurred.

It should be noted that Teanaway, which was situated about 35 km

downwind of the seeded area, had only one snow shower during the day, which

was between 1700 and 1900 PST, which may well have been due to the artificial

seeding (this station was unmanned and only contained an automatic

precipitation gage).

(d) Summary and Conclusions

On March 27, 1973, a total of 26 individual cumulus clouds situated

upwind of our target area were each seeded with 100 gm of silver iodide.

Nine clouds were seeded during the period 1234 to 1254 PST and 17 from

1324 to 1423 PST. Airborne observations showed that there were sharp

increases in ice content in the seeded clouds and snow was seen to fall

from some of them (Fig. 6.23) The seeded clouds were observed to pass

over the target area on the ground and snow particle trajectory analysis
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confirmed that precipitation from the seeded clouds should have reached

the target area on the ground (Figs. 6 31 and 6 .32) Sharp increases in

snowfall were observed on the ground in the target area at Ilyak and

Snoqualmie Pass during the. periods of seeding (Fig. 6 .26) Moreover, at

Snoqualmie Pass graupel particles were replaced by aggregates of unrimed

stellars and dendrites for a period of forty-five minutes during the second

period of seeding (Fig. 6 .26) Confirmation that the snow reaching the

ground at Snoqualmie Pass during both periods of seeding, and at Hyak during

the second period of seeding, probably contained silver iodide was obtained

from the freezing characteristics of water drops formed from snow collected

at these two stations (Figs. 6.27 and 6 .30) Also, during the second period

of seeding, the snow which fell at Hyak contained silver in concentrations

100 times greater than normal (Fig. 6 .28)

6 .2.3 December 11, 1972

(a) Synoptic Situation

December 11, 1972 was characterized by unusual weather for Western

Washington in that heavy snow fell over much of the State. Aloft there was

a strong northerly flow with an embedded short wave which moved south

(Fig. 6 .33) On the surface a low pressure area was also moving south

(Fig. 6.34) By later afternoon it was off the Washington coast and by

0400 PST the next morning it was off the Oregon coast. Following the

movement of the low south of Washington, an arctic front swept over the

area producing temperatures close to freezing in Western Washington and

-10C at our ground stations in the Cascade Mountains.

(b) Airborne Observations

The aircraft took off from Paine Field in Seattle at 1228 PST on

December 11, 1972 and proceeded eastward at 2 .4 km along airway V-2 to

Ellensburg (Fig. 6 35) The clouds consisted of layers of altostratus

augmented by orographic effects over the Cascades cloud top temperatures

were -25C. Snow was falling from the clouds over the Puget Sound area

but supercooled droplets were collected during the first pass over the

Cascades (Table 6 .3, Runs 1 through 8) The aircraft then returned at

3 km west of the Cascade Crest. Based on radiosonde observations

and the types of ice particles reaching our ground stations in the mountains,

the area where artificial seeding had to be carried out in order to affect

precipitation in our target area was determined using the so-called "simple"

trajectory model described by Hobbs et al. (1972) This area is indicated



Fig. 6 .33 500 mb analysi s for 0^00 PST December 1972
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Fig. 6.3^ Surface synopti c analysi s for 300 PST, December 1972
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TABLE 6. 3

SUMMARY OF CLOUD PARTICLES COLLECTED WITH CONTINUOUS

PARTICLE SAMPLER ON DECEMBER 11, 1972.

(See Fig. 6 .35 for position and time of each run. )

Run
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Water Drops
Diameter

(pm)

20-50

30
Isolated
drops.

15-60

10-70

40-100

10-80

10-80

10-80

Concen-
tration
(cm~3)

0.08-1.5

0.1

16-40

17-50

O i l

50-100

45-110

8-57

Ice Particles
Type & Maximum

Dimension
(urn)

Irregular rimed
ice, occasional
rimed aggregates.
80-300.

Irregular ice,
occasional rimed
aggregates.
100-400.

Irregular ice,
rimed aggregates.
100-400.

Irregular ice
and rimed aggre-
gates. 80-200.

Irregular ice,
shattered larger
crystals. Some
small rimed
aggregates.
50-300.

Irregular and
plate-like rimed
ice. Shattered
larger crystals,
dendrite parts.
80-2000.

Shattered larger
crystals, irregu-
lar and plate-
like. 80-700.

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.08-0. 3

0.04-0.3

0.08

0.02

0.1-1.7

0.17-1.7

0.16-1.6

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

2 :1

1:1

300:1

1000:1

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All drops.

All ice.

All ice.

All ice.
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TABLE 6.3 (cont. )

Run
No.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Water Drops
Diameter

(urn)

15-60
(Isolated
drops. )

(Foil sampler she

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.1

)ws imprints

Ice Particles
Type 6 Maximum

Dimension
(ym)

Irregular and
plate-like ice,
shattered larger
crystals. Intact
hexagonal plate
and sectored
crystal. 50-2000.

Plate-like and
irregular ice.
Some hexgonal
plates, aggre-
gates and shat-
tered larger
crystals.
80-1000.

Plate-like and
irregular ice,
aggregates and
fragments.
60-500.

Plate-like and
irregular ice,
aggregates and
fragments.
50-400.

Plate-like and
irregular ice.
Shattered larger
crystals and
aggregates.
50-600.

Plate-like and
irregular ice.
Shattered larger
crystals.
80-1000.
to 2 mm, 0.2 per lit

Plate-like and
irregular frag-
ments. One hex-
agonal plate,
1000 um. 80-1000

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.8-3

0.7-3

0.4-2.3

0.14-1. 0

0. 4-1. 5

0.4-3

er. )

0.4-1. 5

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

All ice.

All ice.

All ice.

All ice.

1:10

All ice.

All ice.
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TABLE 6. 3 (cont. )

Run
No.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Water Drops
Diameter

(urn)

15-60

15-40

N O D A T A

10-40

10-50

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.1

0.2

3-9

3-43

Ice Particles
Type 6 Maximum

Dimension
(pm)

Plate-like and
irregular ice.
Fragmented
larger crystals.
50-400.

Plate-like ice.
Hexagonal plates,
some columnar
ice. Fragmented
larger crystals.
60-500.

Plate-like and
irregular ice.
Aggregates, frag-
ments some
riming. 60-1000.

Plate-like and
irregular ice,
some riming.
50-1000.

Plate-like and
irregular ice,
some riming.
70-1000.

Plate-like ice
and shattered
larger crystals.
50-800.

Plate-like and
irregular ice,
shattered larger
crystals and
aggregates.
50-500.

Plate-like and
irregular ice,
shattered crystals
and/or aggregates.
50-500.

Concen-
tration
(cm-3)

0.3-1. 5

0.4-2.4

0.2-2

0.23-2.3

0.7-3

0. 8-2..3

0.6-3

0.6-2.5

Number Ratio
of Water
to Ice

1:10

1:7

All ice.

All ice.

All ice.

All ice.

4:1

30:1
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in Fig. 6.35 Artificial seeding was carried out in this area from 1346

to 1514 PST with the aircraft flying at 3 km. From 1349 to 1403 the

clouds were seeded with 0 .6 kg of "dry ice" per km and every three minutes

a Agl pyrotechnic flare was ejected which dispersed 50 gm of Agl while

falling vertically through 1.5 km.’ From 1403 to 1514, the ejection

flares were continued but in place of the "dry ice" a total of 440 gm of

Agl was dispersed continuously at flight level from pyrotechnic flares

attached to the aircraft.

Continuous particle sampler (CPS) runs numbers 9 through 22 were taken

in the seeded clouds. As can be seen from Table 6.3 these runs showed

that at flight level the clouds consisted almost entirely of ice (irregular

crystals, plate-.like fragments, hexagonal plates, sectored crystals and

dendrites). However, some riming was still observed. Post-seeding

observations from the aircraft were cut short due to rapidly deteriorating

airport conditions in Seattle. However, CPS runs 23, 24 and 25 taken

upwind of the seeded clouds (at 2.7 2.6 and 2.7 km, respectively)

also showed all ice. Therefore, it appears that some natural glaciation

was also occurring at these levels. CPS runs 26 and 27, on the other hand,

which were taken at 2. 3 and 1.5 ,km showed increasing amounts of liquid

water (Table 6.3).

(c) Ground Observations

Shown in Figs. 6.36-6. 39 are the number and mass concentrations of ice

particles, the average particle mass, the precipitation rates from the snow

bags and the types of ice particles at ground level at Snoquatmie Summit,

Hyak, Keechelus Dam and Kachess Dam on December 11, 1972. Also shown in

each diagram is the predicted period-of-effect (PPE) of the artificial

seeding on the snowfall at the ground based on post-analysis particle

trajectory calculations. In contrast to the results obtained on March 16-17,

(see 4.4) the data for December 11, 1972, show that the fluctuations in

precipitation rate were due primarily to variations in the number concentration

of particles rather than to variations in the average mass of the particles.

This is seen clearly in Fig. 6. 40 where the number concentrations arid

average mass of the ice particles are plotted against precipitation rate

at Snoqualmie Pass for the period 1330 through 1800 PST during which time

similar crystal types predominated. It can be seen that there is a definite

increase in the number concentration of particles as the precipitation
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rate increases but the average mass of the particles remains fairly constant

(compare these results with those shown in Fig. 4.9 for March 16 1973)

Cloud top temperatures on December 11 lowered from -19C to -27C as the

cloud tops increased in height with the approach of the front. This lowering

of temperature may have been responsible for the formation of higher number

concentrations of ice particles which produced increases in precipitation

rate. On the other hand, the increased numbers of crystals, and corresponding

increases in precipitation at the ground stations may have been due to the

artificial seeding. It can be seen from Fig. 6. 41 that the seeding certainly

produced high concentrations of silver in the snow which reached all four

ground stations in the mountains during the predicted period-of-effect of

the seeding.

The relative number and mass contributions of different crystal types

to the precipitation at Snoqualmie Summit on December 11, 1972 are shown in

Fig. 6. 42. In this pre-frontal situation graupel particles made a negligible

contribution to the comparatively heavy precipitation which started at

about 1330 PST and continued through the afternoon. Radiating assemblages

of crystals dominated the precipitation during this period with the

contribution from bullets, columns and plates increasing during the late

afternoon. The heavier precipitation in the afternoon was accompanied by

the appearance of aggregates. The contribution of aggregates to both the

mass and number concentration of ice particles in the air is also shown in

Fig. 6-.42. The number concentration of aggregates in this pre-frontal

situation is relatively steady compared to that in the post-frontal situation on

March 16-17 1973 (see Fig. 4.10 in 4.4) ’The decrease in the number of needles

dendrites and radiating assemblages of crystals in the afternoon was due to an

increase in their aggregation. However, the bullets columns and plates increased

in numher during this period since they did not aggregate appreciably.

(d) Summary

On December 11, 1972, artificial seeding with "dry ice" and silver

iodide was carried out from the aircraft between 1346 and 1514 PST in an

area which prior precipitation particle trajectory analysis indicated would

affect precipitation at our ground stations in the Cascade Mountains.

Cloud particles collected in the seeded area showed that the seeding caused

a significant increase in the concentration of ice particles although some

riming was still present.
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At Snoqualmie Pass, Hyak and Keechelus Dam, the snowfall began to

increase about forty-five minutes before seeding commences and it remained

high, although fluctuating rapidly, through the remaining period of

measurements. At Kachess Dam, the snowfall increased during the predicted

period-of-effect of seeding.

It is difficult to unravel the relative contributions of the artificial

seeding and natural precipitation mechanisms to the increase in snowfall

during the predicted period-of-effects on this day. However, the following

facts suggest that the artificial seeding upwind did play a role in

increasing the snowfall in the target area:

(i) Increases in the number of ice particles were observed in the seeded

clouds.

(ii) In general, the precipitation at the four ground stations in the

target area reached peak values during the predicted period-of-effects of

seeding.

(iii) The increase in snowfall was due primarily to increases in the

number concentration of solid precipitation particles reaching the ground

rather than to increases in their average mass. The same was

true during seeding on January 19, 1973, when the effects of seeding on

precipitation were clearly documented (see 6 .2.1) By contrast, in a case

study of an unseeded storm carried out on March 16-17 (see 4.4) increases

in precipitation were caused primarily by increases in the average mass of

the ice particles while the number concentrations of particles remained

relatively steady.

(iv) Unusually high concentrations of silver were found in the snow

collected at all four ground stations during the predicted period-of-

effect Moreover, the peaks in the concentrations of silver at

these stations correspond fairly well with the peaks in the number

concentrations of ice particles reaching the stations.

6.3 Additional Remarks on the Effects of Artificial Seeding

An overall evaluation of the effects of artificial seeding on clouds

and precipitation deduced from results obtained in the Cascade Project

was given by Hobbs et_ a^_. (1972) Here we make just a few additional

comments based on results obtained during the winter 1972-73.

Storm days in 1972-73 when artificial seeding was carried .out
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were classified as to whether the reliability with which the effects of the

seeding were observed at ground level in our small, predetermined target

area was "good," "fair" or "poor" (see Hobbs, et al. 1972) The results

are shown in Table 6.4. Two days were judged to be "good," two "fair" and

five "poor." Combining these results with similar data from previous

years of case studies of seeding (Hobbs, e_t_ a^_. 1971a, 1972) we conclude

that precipitation can be modified at the ground in the Cascade Mountains

by airborne seeding with ice nuclei in a predictable manner, and within a

small, predetermined target area, most accurately under conditions of

simple orographic uplift. It appears that the principal reason for this is

that precipitation rates under orographic conditions are both lower and less

.variable than under cyclonic storm conditions, therefore, any changes

produced by artificial seeding are more readily detected. Moreover, the

orographic clouds are generally thin and often unglaciated stratus layers

which appear more amenable to significant modification by artificial

seeding than do the deeper clouds associated with frontal activity.

Fig. 6.43- shows the influence of seeding rate on the reliability with

which the effects of seeding were observed at the ground. The data from

1971-72 and 1972-73 have been combined in this figure. Out of the seven

occasions on which "good" effects were observed in clouds with low to

moderate natural glaciation, four were seeded with both "dry ice" and

silver iodide. For two of the remaining three the temperature was relatively

low and high seeding rates with silver iodide were used. For the clouds

which were highly glaciated prior to seeding, three out of eight were

seeded with both "dry ice" and silver iodide. Two of these three produced

a "poor" seeding effect on the ground, but in one of these cases the seeding

rate was very low and in both cases temperatures were high. On the third

day a "good" seeding effect was observed when both the temperature and

seeding rate were moderate.



Table 6.4 Classification of seeding effects based ground data. For key to symbols Table 4.1.

Date

1972-73

Jan. 19

Mar. 27

Dec. 11

Mar. 13

Nov. 28

Dec. 27

Jan. 11

Jan. 24

Jan. 31

"Good"

"Poor"

1
h

Orographic

Orographic

Pre-
frontal

Orographic

Orographic

Post-
frontal

Post-
frontal

Post-
frontal

e

321

311

280

315

334

234

223

224

T3

E

0- &

14.5

3.0

8.8

9.4

9.4

14.9

11.7

27.2

10.6

6

.34

1.2

1.77

.69

1.22

1.90

2.87

2.12

^
0.164

0.12

0.044

0

ss 0

0.59

0.90

1.59

E

3

9

3

0

>(-’

(C)K

(C)y.

@^cPrt
^ <^

(C)8^^
5-C
<-

^(C)^Q

^^^<P

(C)^^

Low

Low

Low-
Mod

Low

Low

Mod

High

Mod

(.

01:17

01:20

01:26

Two
Flares
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SECTION 7

THE CASCADE PROJECT: SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The chronological development of the Cascade Project with full details

on the accomplishments results obtained and conclusions have been given in

Research Reports III through VII (Hobbs and Ryan, 1969 Wilson and Hobbs

1969’; Hobbs e^_ a^. 1970 1971 1972) and the present report. In addition

specific topics have been described in a number of papers already published
(Hobbs and Locatelli 1969 Hobbs e^_ a3_. 1970a, b: Hobbs and Locatelli 1970

Hobbs and Farber, 1972 Hobbs et_ al. 1973a, b Robertson, 1973 Fraser et al.

1973; Hobbs e^ a_L. 1973; Hobbs and Radke 1973; Turner and Radke 1973

Locatelli and Hobbs 1974 Hobbs e_t_ a3_. 1974a; and Hobbs 1974a) papers in

press (Weiss and Hobbs 1975 Hobbs 1975 a, b Hobbs and Radke 1975)

conference proceedings (Hobbs and Locatelli 1970 Hobbs et al. 1971b Hobbs

1973; Hobbs and Radke 1973 Hobbs e^ al_. 1974b Hobbs 1974b) and a few more

papers in preparation.

It is not feasible to describe here all of the results obtained in this

five year project. Instead, we list below (not necessarily in order of

importance) some of the principal accomplishments of the Cascade Project

A theoretical model has been developed to describe the flow of dry
and cloudy air over a 2-dimensional ridge

A theoretical model has been developed which predicts from an upwind

sounding of wind, temperature and humidity the trajectories of ice

particles over a 2-dimensional ridge as they grow by deposition from

the vapor phase and by accretion. This model lias been used to

investigate the effects of artificial seeding and to determine the

locations where seeding should be carried out in order to modify

precipitation on the ground in a small, pre-determined target area.

A sophisticated airborne facility (the B-23) has been developed for

measuring cloud microphysical processes from the nucleation of cloud

particles through to the production of precipitation. Of particular

significance has been the development of an optical device for the

continuous and automatic counting of ice crystals in clouds from

aircraft (the University of Washington automatic ice crystal counter)
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The microstructures (liquid water contents ice nuclei ice particles

concentrations ice particle types) of clouds over the Cascade

Mountains have been investigated in detail using the B-23 aircraft

facilities Of particular importance has been .the investigation of

ice particles growth processes and the occurrence of anomalouslv high

ice particle concentrations in these clouds

Extensive observations and measurements on snow crystals reaching

the ground in the Cascade Mountains have been made. These include

details on snow crystal types sizes and characteristics in different

synoptic conditions and measurements of the fall speeds and masses

of many different types of snow crystals. These studies have allowed

us to deduce the principal mechanisms by which precipitation is

formed over the Cascade Mountains.

A pulsed Doppler radar has been built and used in the Cascade

Mountains to measure the spectra of fall speeds of snow crystals

A theory has been developed, and applied in the field, to determine

from vertically-pointing Doppler radar measurements whether ice

particles in clouds are growing by deposition from the vapor or by

riming.

The dynamical structure of a frontal system over the Cascade Mountains

and its modification by orography have been investigated.

It has been demonstrated that the effects on clouds over the Cascades

of heavy airborne seeding with silver iodide or "dry ice" may be

readily observed and measured from a suitably instrumented aircraft.

Fifty-six case studies have been carried out of the effects of heavy

seeding with artificial ice nuclei released into the clouds from an

aircraft. In many of these cases detailed physical measurements

(microstructure of the clouds intensity and nature of the snowfall,

snow crystal trajectory analysis radar observations silver content

of the snow etc. have. shown that the seeding caused significant

increases in the snowfall rate and, in some cases deviated snowfall

from the windward to the leeward slopes of the Cascade Mountains

The effects of artificial seeding on the snowfall in a small

pre-determined target area on the ground in the Cascade Mountains

can be predicted and detected most accurately when the clouds are

formed by orographic uplift.
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